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Abstract
In a context of energy saving and operational cost reduction, energy efficiency (EE) has emerged
as an important performance metric in cellular networks. According to the famous Shannon’s
capacity theorem, maximising the EE while maximising the spectral efficiency (SE) are con-
flicting objectives, hence, both metrics can be jointly studied via their trade-off, i.e. the EE-SE
trade-off. In this context, the aim of this thesis is to investigate the fundamental trade-off
between EE and SE in futuristic cellular networks where distributed multiple-input multiple
output (DMIMO) or coordinated multi-point (CoMP) scheme is utilised for meeting the high
data rate of the next generation wireless communication networks.
Focusing on the DMIMO system, a novel tight closed-form approximation of its EE-SE trade-off
is derived and its accuracy verified for both the uplink and downlink channels and for both the
idealistic and realistic power consumption models (PCMs). In addition, the low and high-SE
regime approximations of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off are derived in the uplink and downlink
channels. Furthermore, these approximations are utilised for assessing both the EE gain of the
DMIMO over the co-located MIMO (CMIMO) and the incremental EE gain of DMIMO in the
downlink channel. It is observed that DMIMO is more energy efficient than CMIMO for cell
edge users in both PCMs; whereas the results for realistic incremental EE gain indicate that
the optimal approach in terms of EE is to connect the user terminal to only one radio access
unit.
Focusing on the uplink of the CoMP system, a generic closed-form approximation of the EE-
SE trade-off is derived and its accuracy is demonstrated for both the idealistic and realistic
PCMs. Asymptotic approximations of this trade-off in both the low and high SE regimes
are also presented. Furthermore, these approximations are utilised to compare the EE of the
CoMP system with the EE of the traditional non-cooperative system with orthogonal multiple
access scheme. It is observed that in the idealistic PCM, CoMP is more energy efficient than
the non-cooperative system due to a reduction in power consumption; whereas in the realistic
PCM, CoMP can also be more energy efficient but due to an improvement in SE and mainly
for cell-edge communication and small cell deployment.
Key words: Energy Efficiency, Spectral Efficiency, Coordinated Multi-Point System, Dis-
tributed MIMO, Rayleigh Fading, Closed-form Approximation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless and particularly mobile communication is growing rapidly, due to the increase
in the number of users, the constant evolution of new applications, the addition of extra
system enhancements and capabilities, and the growing usage of these applications.
This unstoppable growth trend is mainly driven by the following factors:
• the convergence and integration of telecommunication, information technology
and contents.
• the digitalisation of communication devices and delivery schemes.
• the rapid growth in the processing and storage capacity of communication devices.
• the increased awareness of the importance of connectivity for sociologic and eco-
nomic interactions.
• the availability of affordable smart phones with web-oriented user interfaces,
tablet/notebook computers with third-generation (3G)/Long-Term evolution (LTE/4G)
networks radio interface and data dongles.
The transmission rate of the cellular network has also been rising rapidly so that the
exponentially increasing amount of data can be transported to/from a user terminal
(UT) within an acceptable time. This achievement has necessitated strategic develop-
ment in cellular technology, for example, the target peak data rate for the downlink of
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2LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) was set to 1Gb/s in its system requirement specification [2]
based on the International Telecommunication Union- Radio communication Sector
(ITU-R) recommendation in [3]. Furthermore, the target peak data rate for the uplink
of LTE-A was set to 500Mb/s, while taking into account the future trend in cellular
network traffic, where users are not only accessing existing content but creating new
content that needs to be uploaded to the internet. In order to meet these high data rate
requirements, more spectral efficient technologies and novel deployment strategies such
as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), distributed MIMO (DMIMO), base station
(BS) cooperation also known as coordinated multipoint (CoMP), small cell deployment
and heterogeneous network are required, since the bandwidth and transmit power are
often scarce.
An adverse consequence of the rapid growth in wireless communication traffic is the
increase in energy consumption for running wireless communication networks which
translates into an increase in operating expenses (OPEX) for network operators. For
example, the energy cost which is directly related to the total energy consumed in a
cellular network could range from 18% (Europe) to 32% (India) of operator’s OPEX [4].
Furthermore, increasing the number of base stations via small cell deployment in order
to provide ubiquitous user experience also increases the operator’s OPEX. In addition
to the increase in OPEX, the rise in energy consumption has also some environmental
impacts in terms of increased CO2 concentration and other greenhouse gases emitted
into the atmosphere. Indeed, mainly fossil fuels are used for powering wireless networks
around the world. The mobile communication industry CO2 equivalent emission has
been predicted to increase by a factor of three from its value of 86 Mto CO2e in 2007
to about 235 Mto CO2e in 2020 [5].
Consequently, energy efficiency (EE) is becoming a central research focus in wireless
communications. In the past, this area has already been well investigated for power-
limited applications such as battery-driven systems [6], e.g. mobile terminals, underwa-
ter acoustic telemetry [7], or wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks [8–10]. Recently, this
area is being revisited for unlimited power applications such as cellular networks [11–13].
This shift of focus in the research agenda from power-limited to power-unlimited ap-
plications is mainly driven by the two previously cited factors: environmental, i.e.
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reducing the carbon footprint and other greenhouse gases of communication systems,
and; commercial, i.e. reducing the ever-growing OPEX of network operators. And
yet, the spectral efficiency (SE) remains a key metric for assessing the performance of
communication systems. The SE, as a metric, indicates how efficiently a limited fre-
quency spectrum is used but fails to provide any insight on how efficiently the energy
is consumed. In a context of energy saving, the latter has become as important as the
former and, therefore, it has to be included in the performance evaluation framework.
Ideally, the aim of a cellular operator should be to maximise the EE, or equivalently
minimise the energy consumption, while maximising the SE. In fact, the optimal per-
formance in terms of EE usually results in a low SE performance and vice versa. Hence
both metrics are usually studied via their trade-off, i.e. the EE-SE trade-off [14]. The
concept of EE-SE trade-off, has first been introduced for power-limited system and
accurately defined for the low-power (LP)/low-SE regime in [1]. With the recent emer-
gence of the EE as a key system design criterion alongside the established SE criterion,
the EE-SE trade-off will soon become the metric of choice for efficiently designing future
communication systems. As previously mentioned, research on EE is currently shifting
from power-limited to power-unlimited applications and, as a result, the concept of EE-
SE trade-off must be generalized for power-unlimited systems and accurately defined
for a wider range of SE regime.
1.1 Objectives and Motivation
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the fundamental trade-off between EE and SE
in cellular networks. The Shannon information theoretic capacity for point-to-point
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel has established the existence of a fun-
damental trade-off between EE and SE, while considering an idealistic power consump-
tion model (PCM). An explicit expression of the EE-SE trade-off is lacking for most
communication channels and only exists for the point-to-point AWGN channel and the
deterministic channel with coloured Gaussian noise. Hence closed-form approximations
(CFAs) such as Verdu´ low-power approximation of [1], which is only accurate at low-SE
regime, has been utilised for mathematically characterising this trade-off. In general,
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explicit expressions and CFAs are not only useful for swiftly assessing the performance
of complicated communication systems, but they are also useful for analysing them
and getting valuable insights on how to improve them. Moreover, their importance and
usage is expected to grow rapidly with the advent of future cellular networks such as
self-organising networks, where machines will rely on such mathematical formulations
for making the right decisions on the system configuration. The realistic EE-SE trade-
off expression of a cellular network can be obtained by using a practical PCM, and,
hence shows all the possible EE and SE operating points that are achievable, thereby
allowing network operators to select the operating point that suit them most.
More specifically, this thesis focuses on obtaining EE-SE trade-off of futuristic cellular
networks where DMIMO or CoMP scheme is utilised for meeting the high data rate
requirement of the next wireless communication generation by:
• Deriving novel and highly tight CFAs for the EE-SE trade-off of such networks
which are accurate over a wide range of SE, ranging from low to high SE values.
• Deriving novel low and high SE asymptotic approximations of the EE-SE trade-off
of such networks which are accurate at their respective regimes.
• Evaluating the EE performance of such networks for various numbers of antennas
at the UT and BS/remote radio head (RRH), when using a realistic PCM .
• Comparing the EE performance of these futuristic schemes with traditional archi-
tectures such as co-located MIMO (CMIMO) and the traditional non-cooperative
scheme with single user decoding.
1.2 Fundamental Assumptions
The fundamental trade-off between energy efficiency and spectral efficiency in cellular
networks presented in this thesis is based on Shannon’s capacity function for the point-
to-point single-user channel. The following assumptions were made in the context of
the DMIMO and the CoMP system with joint processing
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• Infrastructure: All BSs or RAUs are interconnected through high-speed, delay-
less error-free link to a central processor which has an infinite processing capabil-
ity.
• Gaussian Coding: The input symbols are assumed to be Gaussian while trans-
mitted codewords are assumed to be infinitely large.
• Channel: The channel is frequency flat and, hence, the channel state can be
represented by a single narrowband fading coefficient. The fading dynamics of
the channel is also assumed to be fast compared to the codeword length such that
the channel experience various channel state over the codeword duration.
• Channel State Information: Perfect information about the instantaneous
channel is assumed to be available at the receiver only.
1.3 Thesis Structure and Outline
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2: “Energy Efficiency-Spectral Efficiency Trade-Off Concept”
This chapter focuses on the concept of energy efficiency-spectral efficiency (EE-
SE) trade-off in cellular networks. Firstly, the spectral efficiency is introduced as
the traditional metric of performance measurement in cellular networks while the
energy efficiency is presented as a metric which has recently emerged for evalu-
ating the energy consumption. Next, an overview of the most common energy
metrics that can be found in the literature is presented. Since EE is closely re-
lated to the total power consumption, a realistic power consumption model for
the BS is presented. Furthermore, a review of the major components of the BS
and the development toward improving the EE of both the BS and UT are pre-
sented. Hereafter, the mathematical framework of the BS and UT power models
is presented. Subsequently, the fundamental trade-off between the EE and SE
metric is introduced and its importance as a key performance evaluation and de-
sign criterion for future communication systems is explained. Explicit expressions
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for the EE-SE trade-off is then given for some specific scenarios such as point-to-
point AWGN channel and the deterministic channel with colored Gaussian noise.
Hereafter, the low-power (LP) approximation method, which is accurate only in
the low-SE regime is explained. Finally, the closed-form approximation approach
which can be utilized for assessing the EE-SE trade-off over a wider range of SE
values is presented.
• Chapter 3: “EE-SE Trade-Off of the DMIMO Systems”
This chapter investigates the fundamental trade-off between EE and SE for the
distributed multiple-input multiple-output (DMIMO) system in both the uplink
and downlink over the Rayleigh fading channel. More specifically, it presents a
framework for comprehensively analysing the DMIMO system from both an EE
and SE perspective by means of an accurate CFA of its EE-SE trade-off. The
chapter first provides the relevant background information regarding DMIMO’s
system model, capacity expression, realistic PCM and EE-SE trade-off formula-
tion. Subsequently, a generic CFA of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off is proposed
and then analysed for the specific scenarios with one, two or a larger number
of active RAU(s), respectively, and with practical antenna settings. Finally, the
DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA is compared with the nearly-exact approach (based
on Monte Carlo simulation and a linear search algorithm), and the great accuracy
of the former is established over a wide range of SE values, for both the uplink
and downlink channels as well as both the idealistic and realistic PCMs.
• Chapter 4: “EE Analysis of DMIMO Systems”
The DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA that has been derived in Chapter 3 becomes
more intricate to formulate when the number of active RAUs is greater than two.
In order to get insights on the EE of DMIMO for large number of RAUs, one can
rely on lower and upper bounds instead of proper closed-form expressions. In this
chapter, the low and high SE approximations of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off in
both the uplink and downlink channels are first proposed. As an application for
the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFAs, the achievable incremental EE gain when an
additional RAU is connected to the UT and the EE gain of the DMIMO system
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over the traditional co-located MIMO (CMIMO) system, i.e. 1-RAU scenario,
are derived in this chapter for the downlink channel and both the idealistic and
realistic PCMs.
• Chapter 5: “Energy Efficiency-Spectral Efficiency Trade-Off in the Up-
link of CoMP Systems”
This chapter investigates the fundamental trade-off between EE and SE in the
uplink of the coordinated multi-point (CoMP) systems over the Rayleigh fading
channel. An overview of the background information which is relevant in the
evaluation of the EE-SE trade-off for the CoMP system is first presented. Sub-
sequently a novel and accurate CFA of the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of the
CoMP system with uniformly distributed user terminals is derived. A tight match
between the CoMP’s system EE-SE trade-off CFA and the nearly-exact approach
is established over a wide range of SE and for both the idealistic and realistic
PCMs. Hereafter, the Wyner model of [15] is revisited and the CFA of its EE-SE
trade-off is also presented. Asymptotic approximations of the EE-SE trade-off
for the uplink of CoMP systems are then derived in both the low and high-SE
regimes. The EE-SE trade-off of the non-cooperative system is then proposed
and benchmarked with the CoMP EE-SE trade-off. Finally, as an application of
the approximations, the EE gain of the CoMP system over the non-cooperative
system is evaluated.
• Chapter 6: “Epilogue”
This chapter provides a conclusive summary and puts into perspectives the nu-
merous insights and findings that have been obtained from the previous chapters.
Furthermore, a number of open issues on the EE-SE trade-off in DMIMO and
CoMP system are discussed and future work directions on this topic are proposed.
1.4 Overview of Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
• A framework for obtaining the exact DMIMO EE-SE trade-off is presented for
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both the uplink and downlink channel while considering a realistic PCM. The
exact EE-SE trade-off takes into account power components such as the signal
processing, DC-DC/AC-DC converter as well as backhaul powers and power losses
from cooling, main supply as well as amplifier inefficiency in addition to the
transmit power. Furthermore, a similar framework is also presented for obtaining
the EE-SE trade-off for uplink of the CoMP system with distributed UT.
• A generic novel tight CFA of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off for both the uplink and
downlink channels is derived and was included in [103]. Analysis of the DMIMO
EE-SE trade-off CFA for practical antenna settings and scenarios is undertaken
and was reported in [104]; for instance, when only one RAU is connected to the
UT and when two RAUs are connected to the UT.
• In addition, asymptotic low and high SE approximations of the DMIMO EE-SE
trade-off in both the uplink and downlink channels are derived and were included
in [103]. Furthermore, as an application for these approximations, the incremental
EE gain of DMIMO and the EE gain of the DMIMO system over the CMIMO
system in the downlink is derived and was included in [103].
• As far as CoMP systems are concerned, a novel and very tight CFA of the EE-SE
trade-off for their uplink channel with uniformly distributed UTs and a perfect
backhaul which is here derived and was reported in [125, 126]. This CFA has also
been applied to evaluate the EE-SE trade-off in the uplink of CoMP systems with
the Wyner model in [127]. The asymptotic low and high SE approximations of
the EE-SE trade-off are derived as well. Finally the EE-gain of the CoMP system
over the conventional system with no base station cooperation and single user
decoding at each base station is also derived and evaluated in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Energy Efficiency-Spectral Efficiency
Trade-Off Concept
This chapter focuses on the concept of energy efficiency-spectral efficiency (EE-SE)
trade-off in cellular networks. Firstly, the spectral efficiency is introduced as the tra-
ditional metric of performance measurement in cellular networks while the energy effi-
ciency is a metric which has recently emerged for evaluating the energy consumption.
Next, an overview of the most common energy metrics in the literature is presented.
Since EE is closely related to the total power consumption, a realistic power consump-
tion model for the BS is presented. Furthermore, a review of the major components
of the BS and the development toward improving the EE of both the BS and UT are
presented. Hereafter, the mathematical framework of the BS and UT power models
is presented. Subsequently, the fundamental trade-off between the EE and SE metric
is introduced and its importance as a key performance evaluation and design criterion
for future communication systems is explained. The explicit expression for the EE-SE
trade-off is then given for some specific scenarios such as the point-to-point AWGN
channel and the deterministic channel with coloured Gaussian noise. Hereafter, the
low-power (LP) EE-SE trade-off approximation approach, which is accurate only in
the low-SE regime is explained. Finally, the novel CFA approach which can be utilized
for assessing the EE-SE trade-off over a wider range of SE regime is presented.
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2.1 Spectral Efficiency
The traditional metric for optimising the performance of cellular networks has been
the spectral efficiency (SE) which is a measure of the information rate that can be
transmitted over a given bandwidth. Hence, given that the information rate R (bit/s)
over a communication channel with bandwidth W (Hz), the spectral efficiency S can
be expressed as follows
S =
R
W
(bit/s/Hz). (2.1)
The maximum achievable SE (generally referred to as the capacity per unit bandwidth)
of various communication networks have been extensively studied and are already de-
fined in literature. Shannon in [16] obtained the channel capacity of the point-to-point
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with single antenna, while the ergodic
channel capacity of the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) case has been given
in [17]. For the multi-user channel, the capacity region of the multiple access channel
(MAC), i.e. the uplink of a single cell network, has been defined in [18] and [17,19], for
the single and multiple antenna cases, respectively. Furthermore, the capacity region
of the broadcast channel (BC) which represents the downlink of a single cell network,
has been given in [20, 21] and [22–25] when the nodes are equipped with single and
multiple antennas, respectively. The conventional cellular network is a typical inter-
ference channel as it is made up of several cells which are interfering with each other.
The general capacity region of the interference channel still remains unknown even with
the recent studies in [26, 27]. However, a common approximation for obtaining the SE
of the conventional cellular network is to regard the outside interferers as additional
AWGN [28–31].
The conventional cellular architecture cannot meet the increasing requirement of high
data rate in wireless applications. Wireless MIMO technique has emerged as one of
the possible ways of enhancing the SE of the cellular network [32]. When applying the
MIMO technique on the conventional cellular network, the multiple antennas at the BS
are co-located (separated by few wavelength). However, with this technique, UTs close
to the BS can achieve a high data rate whereas UTs at the cell edge would still have a
low data rate.
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The distributed MIMO (DMIMO) technique is a technique that solves the low data rate
problem of the cell edge UTs [33–36]. In the DMIMO technique, the multiple antennas
of the BS are geographically distributed, therefore reducing the transmission distance
of the radio signal and thereby enhancing the SE while solving the cell edge problem
of the conventional system. Furthermore, the interference limiting effect on the SE of
the conventional cellular network is eliminated in the new paradigm of BS cooperation
where all BSs cooperate to receive and transmit data [15,37,38].
Since the evolution of wireless communication systems, the SE metric has been a very
important metric and it has been extensively used for measuring the performance of
the various cellular technologies that have so far emerged. However, the SE metric has
failed to give insights on how efficiently energy is consumed for transmitting data in
the cellular network. Hence, there is a need for a new metric that quantifies energy
consumption.
2.2 Energy Efficiency
The energy consumption minimisation has recently gained a lot of attention resulting
in extensive research works on the energy efficiency (EE) of wireless communication
systems. In the past, this area has already been thoroughly investigated but only
through the prism of power-limited applications such as battery-driven systems [6],
e.g. mobile terminals, underwater acoustic telemetry [7], or wireless ad-hoc and sensor
networks [8–10]. Nowadays, this area is being revisited for unlimited power applications
such as cellular networks [11–13]. Many international research project on EE have
sprang up over the past few years, e.g. Optimising Power Efficiency in mobile RAdio
Networks (OPERA-Net) , mobile VCE Green-Radio, Energy Aware Radio and neTwork
tecHnologies (EARTH), Green-touch. The European project OPERA-Net started in
2008 with the main objective of improving EE at system, infrastructure and terminal
levels. Green Radio was first coined by the Visions Group of mobile VCE in early 2007
in the United Kingdom, and it has become widely used globally. Since 2009, Green
Radio [39] has been among the Core 5 programs in Mobile VCE, it aims at reducing
the energy consumption of high data rate delivery by a factor of 100, thus reducing
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CO2 emission and OPEX cost. Furthermore, EARTH [40] is an European framework
program integrated project which started in January 2010. The aim of the EARTH
project was to reduce the energy consumption of 4th Generation (4G) mobile wireless
communication network by 50% while maintaining a steady growth in data traffic.
However, the final evaluation of the EARTH integrated solutions indicated that these
solutions can allow network operators to save up to 70% of the energy consumed in
their networks [41]. Lastly, GreenTouch which is a consortium of leading ICT industry,
academic and non-governmental research experts was formed in 2010 with the goal of
delivering architecture, specifications and roadmaps required to increase the network
EE by a factor of 1000 by 2015 from its current level (in 2010).
2.2.1 Energy Metrics
Energy metrics can be classified into two categories: either EE metrics or energy con-
sumption metrics. An EE metric expresses the ratio of the performed work to the
consumed resources whereas an energy consumption metric is defined as the inverse of
the EE metric, i.e. as a ratio of the consumed resource to the performed work. The
consumed resource is energy (Joule) or power (Watt) while the performed work could
be the transferred bit rate, number of served subscribers, coverage area, etc. Both met-
rics contains exactly the same information even though they are expressed in different
ways.
2.2.2 Common Energy Consumption Metric
The energy (E) per information bit (I), Eb is the most common energy metric, especially
for theoretical analytical studies [1, 29, 42–45]. This is also equivalent to the ratio
between the average consumed power (P ) and the average data rate (R). Hence, Eb
can be measured in Joule/bit or Watt/bps.
Eb =
E
I
=
P
R
[
Joule
bit
]
or
[
Watt
bps
]
. (2.2)
Energy per unit area expressed in Joule/m2 is another energy consumption metric which
relates the energy consumed in a network, i.e. E to the size of the area covered (A).
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The covered area may include various deployments strategies such as heterogeneous
networks with overlapping cells or cells with variables sizes. Hence, the energy per unit
area metric allows for comparison of various deployment strategies especially when both
the average power usage and the coverage area are known. The energy consumed in the
network can also be related to both the coverage area and the number of transferred
bits, i.e. the energy per bit per unit area metric which is expressed either in J/bit/m2
or W/bps/m2.
Another energy consumption metric of interest is the Watt per user efficiency which
was introduced in [46, 47] and defined as the ratio of the average power usage to the
average number of subscribers that can be served in the network. The Watt per user
metric is well suited for making evolutionary comparison, which is not the case for a
metric based on the ratio between throughput and power.
2.2.3 Bit-per-Joule Metric
The bit-per-joule capacity is an EE metric which measures the maximum amount of
bits that is delivered by the network per Joule it consumed to do so, and it can be
expressed as follows
CJ = I
E
=
R
P
[
bit
Joule
]
or
[
bps
Watt
]
. (2.3)
The fundamental results for the energy efficient transmission for the point-to-point
AWGN link can be traced back to [48], where Golay showed that the minimum bit
energy can be achieved by pulse position modulation (PPM) with vanishing duty cycle
when the receiver employs threshold detection. These results are reported in [7] which
also gave the bit-per-joule capacity CJ definition for a single link on flat and frequency
selective AWGN channels. Gallager in [49] and Verdu´ in [50] investigated these con-
cepts as well; Gallager in [49] gave a capacity definition for reliable communication
under energy constraint as the maximum number of bits per unit energy that can be
transmitted so that the probability of error goes to zero with energy. Verdu´ in [50]
introduced the capacity per unit cost which can be viewed as a special case of the
bit-per-joule capacity when the cost represents the average power.
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The bit-per-joule metric has recently become a very important energy metric, since it
measures efficiency. The bit-per-joule capacity of energy limited wireless sensor and ad
hoc networks is in defined [51–53] while some results on the bit-per-joule capacity of
cooperating BSs are given in [13].
2.2.4 Energy Efficiency Gain / Energy Consumption Gain
The energy efficiency gain (EEG) / energy consumption gain (ECG) is a relative mea-
sure rather than an absolute measure that can be used for comparing two different
systems [39]. There may be the need to compare the energy performance of a cell using
a newly proposed scheme which is the system under test (e.g multi-cell processing) with
a baseline system (e.g. conventional cellular system). EEG/ECG is simply the ratio
CJt/CJb or Ebb/Ebt , where CJt and CJb are the energy efficiencies of the system under
test and the baseline system, respectively, while Ebt and Ebb are their respective energy
consumed per bit. Therefore, the larger the value of EEG/ECG is, the more energy
efficient the proposed scheme under test becomes. A fair comparison between the two
schemes must be ensured when these metrics are used. For example when comparing
BS cooperation with the non-cooperative scheme, it should be ensured that the total
number of BSs and UTs involved in both schemes are equal.
2.3 Power Consumption Model
2.3.1 Limitations on the Idealistic Power Model
In most of the theoretical works related to the EE [1, 7, 29, 54], the total consumed
power of any transmitting node has always been idealized such that it is equal to its
transmit power, i.e. PT = P , however in a real system it is not the case. Although the
idealistic PCM provides a good framework for the analysis of the EE, it does not capture
the realistic total amount of power consumed in the network and, hence, may lead to
misguiding conclusions for designing energy efficient systems. For instance, schemes
such as BS cooperation, user terminal (UT) cooperation, multiple antenna techniques
can improve at the same time both the spectral and energy efficiencies when assuming
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an idealistic PCM [55, 56]. Whereas, this is not always the case when considering a
more realistic PCM [57].
2.3.2 Realistic Power Model Perspective
The initial framework for the EE was based on the idealistic approach which consid-
ers only the transmit power for the EE analysis. This however does not give a true
measure of the EE. A good measure of the EE must incorporate the total consumed
power, hence, a new approach for assessing the EE based on a realistic PCM, which
considers the total consumed power, is needed. Initial work in this direction was based
on the assumption that the total consumed power is the sum of a fixed power usually
termed the circuit power, which is independent of the transmit power, and the power
consumption by all the power amplifiers (PAs) [9, 10, 58]. The circuit power is usually
assumed to account for the processing powers at both the transmitters and receivers;
in other words, the power consumed by components such as the: digital to analogue
converter, low noise amplifier, mixer, active filters at the transmit and receiver sides,
intermediate frequency amplifier, analogue to digital converter and the frequency syn-
thesizer. The main advantage of this approach is that it is computationally tractable
since all elements that make up the circuit power are assumed to be independent of the
transmit power. Whereas, its limitation is that the circuit power is rate dependent as
far as the UT is concerned [59,60] and, moreover, it usually does not include losses due
to cooling, direct current (DC)-DC regulation, main supply and feeder components,
which accounts for a good proportion of the BS power consumption. Recently in [61],
the authors proposed a linear PCM for BS, which considers the signal processing power,
amplifier efficiency and power losses. An extension of this PCM for BS cooperation
which incorporates the backhauling power was presented in [13], where the backhauling
power is assumed to be dependent on the backhaul requirement of each BS. Moreover
in [12], the authors considered the power consumption of extra BS components such as
the alternating current (AC)-DC converters and DC-DC converters. They also show
that the relationship between the transmit power and the BS power consumption is
nearly linear.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a base station transceiver.
2.3.3 BS Power Model Components
A recent survey in [39] on the energy consumption of the current cellular networks
including the data centre, core transmission, BSs, mobile switching and retail reveals
that about 60% of the energy required for running a cellular network is consumed at
the BS site. The BS comprises multiple transceivers (TRX), with each transceiver
serving an antenna element, as it is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The TRX is made up of a
power amplifier, a radio frequency unit, a baseband processing unit which incorporates
both the transmit (downlink) and the receive (uplink) sides, a cooling system and
the power supply unit which includes a DC-DC unit and a mains supply unit which
performs the AC-DC conversion and is connected to the electrical power grid. Clearly,
the energy consumed at the BS site can be reduced by using more efficient hardware
components [40,62].
In the following, the main power-consuming components of a BS are examined, their
respective losses are detailed, and their recent technology development are discussed.
Antenna Interface
The EE of the cellular network depends on the radiation efficiency of the antenna
element which is also the last block in the transmission chain and the first block in the
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reception chain. Hence, the efficiency of the antenna element would have a significant
impact of the EE of the network [39]. BS uses either omnidirectional antennas which are
mostly made of dipole or sectorised antennas which are mostly printed antennas [63,64].
The efficiency of dipoles is already very close to 100% hence no significant improvement
in design is feasible to achieve a higher system EE. However, the efficiency of the printed
antenna ranges from 70 − 90% [65] and therefore require a significant improvement to
achieve a higher system EE. An improvement of up 15% in the radiation efficiency of
printed antennas for arrays of practical interest has been reported in [66]. Apart from
the radiation efficiency, some other losses in the feeder, duplexer, antenna bandpass
filter and the matching component must also be accounted for. Feeder loss σ
feed
in
macro base station is usually about 3 dB since the BS are usually at a different physical
location from the antenna element(s) [61]. However, this 3 dB loss can be mitigated by
using a remote radio head (RRH) which contains the radio function of the conventional
BS, i.e., its PA and RF unit are mounted at the same physical location as the antenna
element(s).
Power Amplifier (PA)
The power amplifier (PA) typically amplifies the low power signal from the RF block
into a signal with high enough power for transmission. The PA is one the most power
consuming components. Wireless standards such as long term evolution (LTE), LTE ad-
vanced and worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) all uses orthog-
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation which has a non-constant
envelop signal and a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). The most efficient op-
erating point of most PAs is near the saturation point which is close to the maximum
output power of the PA. However, the high PAPR results in the PA operating at a
large back-off of about 6-12 dB from the saturation to meet the linearity requirement.
Backing off the power into the PA lowers its power efficiency and also increases heat
dissipation. The low power efficiency translates into an increase in the power consump-
tion of the PA. The back-off however prevents adjacent carrier interference (ACI) which
is caused by non-linear distortion, and therefore avoids degradation in SE performance.
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Supply voltage modulated PAs such as envelop elimination and restoration (EER),
hybrid-EER (H-EER), and envelope tracking (ET) are some of the techniques that
leads to improvement in efficiency [67–71]. The limitation of the EER is the stringent
requirement of wide bandwidth and time alignment to deliver good linearity [72]. This
problem is solved with the H-EER [68, 69] while the ET operates at higher efficiency
than both EER and H-EER. The linearity of supply voltage modulated PAs can be
further improved by applying digital pre-distortion (DPD) [68, 73, 74] to achieve BS
system specification. DPD can be used to linearize the non-linear response of the PA
over its power range. It utilises digital signal processing (DSP) technique to pre-distort
the baseband signal before modulation, up conversion and amplification by the PA.
In [74], DPD was combined with envelop tracking PAs to give a high power efficiency
and lower adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR). Digital techniques like DPD and
clipping can be used in combination with Doherty PAs to linearize the PA response and
improve the power efficiency while keeping ACLR ratio within specification. Additional
signal processing and feedbacks are required for DPD which is anyway essential for
macro and micro BSs.
These advanced PA architectures are omitted in smaller BS types such as pico and
femto at the expense of operating the PA at a large back-off. This is mainly because
the PA power consumption is only a small percentage of the total power consumed in
smaller BS types [12].
The power consumed by the PA can be expressed as
PPA =
Pout
μPA (1− σfeed)
, (2.4)
where μPA and Pout/ (1− σfeed) are PA efficiency and output power respectively.
Radio Frequency Transceiver (RF TRX)
The BS’s radio frequency transceiver (RF TRX) unit comprises both the receive and
transmit ends for uplink and downlink communications, respectively. At the transmit-
ter side, the digital to analogue conversion of the signal generated in the BB block is
performed and, it is then followed by a up conversion of the signal to the downlink radio
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frequency with sufficient signal amplification to drive the PA for further amplification.
At the receiver side, amplification and down conversion of the appropriate aerial signal
is performed, while ensuring that unwanted signals are blocked out. The RF TRX
unit blocking and linearity requirement depends on the BS type, which is reflected in
the RF architecture. Super-heterodyne or low-intermediate frequency architectures are
preferred for micro/macro BSs, whereas a simple zero-IF architecture are suitable for
femto/pico BSs [12]. The parameters with significant impact on the power consump-
tion of the RF TRX block, P
RF
, are the resolution of the analog-to-digital conversion,
the allowable Signal to Noise and Distortion (SiNAD) and the required bandwidth [75].
In order to reduce power consumption in the RF TRX block of micro/macro BSs,
component deactivation can be performed by fast switching between activation and
deactivation state of its component [66]. In femto/pico BSs the power consumption
distribution over the different components are relatively well-distributed as compared
with micro/macro BSs [12, Table 1]. Hence, much attention is placed on reducing RF
TRX power consumption in femto/pico BSs. Power reduction scheme in femto/pico
BSs include the use of zero-IF architecture, sleep modes where some components are
switched off or put on standby mode, and run-time savings via energy consumption
scaling with traffic demand [66,75].
Baseband Unit (BB)
The baseband unit carries out digital up/down-conversion which include channel cod-
ing/decoding, signal detection (channel estimation, synchronisation, compensation of
non idealities in the RF block, equalisation), digital pre-distortion (only in the down-
link for micro/macro BSs), modulation/demodulation, filtering, FFT/IFFT for OFDM.
Power consumed by medium access control operation and platform control also adds
to the power consumption of the BB unit [12,47].
The development in silicon technology is the main factor that will reduce the power
consumption of the BB unit PBB. Silicon technology is anticipated to be replaced every
two years with new technology giving a doubling effect on the power efficiency with an
increase in leakage by a factor of 3 [76]. However, this increase in leakage has placed a
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limit on achievable power reduction. Other factors that affects the power consumption
of the BB unit PBB are the signal processing algorithm, signal bandwidth and the
number of antennas [47].
Cooling Unit
Cooling depends largely on environmental conditions and scales linearly with the power
consumed by other components. Its effect can be approximated by a loss factor cc with
typical values ranging between zero (free cooling) and 40% [61].
Power saving can be achieved by combining free cooling and active cooling such that
free cooling must be used as much as possible to reduce the active air conditioning
time [77, 78]. Furthermore, a high-efficiency rectifier technology which converts AC
to DC power and achieves an efficiency of above 96% under optimum load condition
can be used instead of the traditional rectifier, which achieves a maximum efficiency of
92%, for further decreasing the cooling consumed power [78]. This implies a reduction
in electrical losses and power dissipation by up to half and, hence, the size of the air
conditioning equipment can also be reduced by achieving power savings. It is also
forecasted in [78] that by combining this high-efficiency rectifier technology with a
smart modern air-conditioning, the gain from energy saving would pay back the higher
investment cost in a much shorter period compared to the traditional system.
Notice that active cooling is only present in macro BSs, and is not present in RRH,
micro/pico/femto BSs, since these types of BSs are naturally cooled.
Power Supply unit
The power supply unit comprises the mains unit, which also perform the AC-DC con-
version, and the DC-DC unit. The losses incurred by these units, i.e. main and DC-DC
units, also scale linearly with the power consumption of other units and their effects
can be approximated by loss factors cms and cdc, respectively.
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2.3.4 User Terminal Power Model Components
The UT (mobile wireless communication device) has evolved into a very important
tool that is nowadays used not only as a phone but also as a video and music player,
radio, TV, camera as well as for web browsing and gaming. The energy consumption
is an important aspect of the UT since its battery capacity is limited. Current UT
batteries are based on Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) or Lithium-Polymer (Li-Po) which are
almost reaching their maximum practical storage capacity (about 200 Watt-hours per
kg) [79]. Recently, Lithium-Sulphur (Li-S) batteries which gives a practical specific
energy of about 400-600 Watt-hours per kg have been introduced [79,80]. Li-S cells are
expected to succeed the Li-Ion and Li-Po cells due the low cost of sulphur and their
high energy density. Alternative technologies such as the use of fuel cells are still under
development.
Energy savings/management in UT can be approached via software, hardware and sys-
tem level power management or a combination of them [81,82]. Application (software)
behaviour can be dynamically biased toward energy conversation when energy is scarce
and good user experience when energy is surplus. This scheme can also be combined
with hardware power management to give further power saving and increasing battery
life [82]. However, these approaches do not cover user interaction which is handled by
the graphic user interphase (GUI). The characterization of the energy consumption of
GUI is presented in [83] while the techniques for designing an energy efficient GUI by
reducing system energy consumption via optimisation of human-computer interaction
is presented in [84]. Specialised hardware called graphic processing units (GPUs) are
used to create 3-D graphic on the UT. Energy savings in GPU can be achieved by:
clock gating i.e. temporarily shutting down parts of the chip that are not been used
and; making high-level algorithm changes such as trading bandwidth/power for compu-
tation [85]. Furthermore, energy saving in UT can also be achieved by using techniques
that conserve power by reducing backlight illumination without significantly compro-
mising image quality [86,87].
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2.3.5 Power Model Mathematical Framework
The EE of a communication system is obviously closely related to its PCM. From a
top-level perspective, a PCM describes how much total consumed power PT is needed
by a node or a system for transmitting information given a transmit power P . This
relation can simply be mathematically described as
PT = g(P ), (2.5)
where g(P ) is the function that relates P to PT. The function g(P ) can be more or
less complex according to different types of applications. For simplicity reasons, most
of the theoretical studies about EE considered only the transmit power as consumed
power in the system such that g(P ) = P . Whereas in reality, the power consumed by
any equipment in a communication system, e.g. BS or UT, is composed of various fixed
as well as variable power components and, moreover, amplifier efficiency is generally
not perfect. Therefore, as already mentioned earlier, more realistic PCMs have recently
been proposed in [12,47] and [60,88] for the BS and UT nodes, respectively. Note also
that in reality, the different equipment are power-limited in terms of transmit power
such that 0 ≤ P ≤ Pmax, where Pmax is the maximum transmit power.
BS Power Consumption Model
The BS power consumption at maximum load, where P = Pmax can be expressed
from [61] as
PBS = g(P ) =
P
μ
PA
(1−σfeed) +NTRX (PRF + PBB)
(1− cdc)(1− cms)(1− cc) , (2.6)
where NTRX represents the number of transceiver chains (transmit/receive antenna per
site) and μPA is the amplifier efficiency at maximum load. It could be observed that
the BS power consumption scales linearly with the number of transceiver chains, since
P = NTRXPout. Note that the losses at the antenna interface are omitted in this model.
Furthermore, when a variable load is considered, it has been shown in [12] that the
PA power consumption scales with the BS load. Consequently, this scaling over the
signal load depends on the BS type. For RRH/macro BSs, the BS power consumption
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is dependent on the load since the PA power consumption account for about 55 − 60
per cent of the total power consumption. A lower dependency is observed with micro
BSs. Whereas femto/pico BSs have negligible dependency on the load since the PA
account for less than 30 per cent of the power consumption. Contrarily to the PA, the
BB share of the power consumption increases with the load in smaller BSs. Whereas
the power consumption of other components hardly varies with the load. In [12, 47],
the relationship between the total RF output power P and the BS power consumption
PBS has been shown to be nearly linear such that
PBS = g(P ) = NTRXP0 + ΓP, (2.7)
where P0 represents the power consumption at the minimum non-zero output power
(about 1% of Pmax), and Γ is the slope of the load-dependent power consumption.
For RRH, macro and micro BSs, the BS power consumption of (2.7) can be further
decomposed into the downlink and uplink power consumptions such that
PBS = g(P ) = NTRX (P0u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
PBSu
+N
TRX
P0d + ΓP︸ ︷︷ ︸
PBSd
(2.8)
where PBSu and PBSd are the power consumed at the BS for uplink and downlink
transmissions, respectively, while P0u and P0d are uplink and downlink components of
P0, respectively, and P0 = P0u + P0d . The BS power consumption in the uplink is
equivalent to P0u which is constituted by the receive RF power consumption, PRX, and
the receive portion of the BB power consumption, %PBB, where % ∈ [0, 1] such that
P0u =
PRX + %PBB
(1− cdc)(1− cms)(1− cc) , (2.9)
with the values of PRX and PBB are given in [12, Table 1]. The power consumed in
the downlink chain at minimum non-zero output power is made up of the PA power
consumption P 0
PA
, the transmit RF power consumption, PTX, and the transmit portion
of the BB power consumption, (1 − %)PBB, such that
P0d = P0 − P0u =
P 0
PA
+ PTX + (1− %)PBB
(1− cdc)(1− cms)(1− cc) , (2.10)
where the values of PTX and P0 are given in [12, Table 1, 2] . Table 2.1 presents the
values of P0u and P0d for RRH, macro and micro BSs when % = 0.5 is assumed.
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Table 2.1: Power model parameters for different BS types.
BS type P0[W] P0u [W] P0d [W] Γ
Macro 130.0 27.6 102.4 4.7
RRH 84.0 24.8 59.2 2.8
Micro 56.0 19.9 36.1 2.6
UT Power Consumption Model
The power consumed by the UT in the transmission mode can be expressed as
PUTu = g(P ) =
P
μUT
+N
TRX
Pct, (2.11)
where μ
UT
∈ [0, 1] is the UT power amplifier efficiency which is dependent on the design
and implementation of the transmitter [88], while Pct is the circuit power consumption
of the active UTs’ transmitter; and it accounts for the power consumed by electronic
components such as digital to analogue converters and mixers.
The power consumed by the UT in the reception mode can be expressed as
PUTd = NTRXPcr, (2.12)
where Pcr also represents the circuit power consumption of the UT reception chain
while in the active mode. Typical values of Pct and Pcr can be obtained in [9, 10].
Embodied Energy Perspective
A new EE model which incorporates the embodied energy consumption was introduced
in [89] but was ignored in their analysis whereas, Humar et. al presented in [4] a detailed
analysis of EE with incorporated embodied energy. The embodied energy refers to the
total energy involved in the production of a device, it is made up of: the initial embodied
energy which incorporates the energy used for the acquisition and processing of raw
materials, transportation, component manufacturing, assembly and installation in the
initial design construction and; the maintenance embodied energy which includes all
the energy associated with maintenance, repair and replacement of materials as well
as component throughout the life time of the device. Hence, the embodied energy
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accounts for a significant part of the energy consumed by a device over its life time.
The trade-off between the operating and the embodied energy consumption of BSs was
discussed in [4].
2.4 EE-SE Trade-Off
Maximizing the EE, or equivalently minimizing the consumed energy per bit, while
maximizing the SE are conflicting objectives which implies the existence of a trade-
off [14]. The EE-SE trade-off concept was first introduced for power-limited systems
and accurately defined for the low-power/low-SE regime by Verdu´ in [1]. The EE-SE
trade-off has become the metric of choice for efficiently designing future communication
systems, since it incorporates the EE metric, which recently emerged as a key system
design criterion, alongside the well-established SE. With the current shift in EE research
from power-limited to power-unlimited applications, the concept of EE-SE trade-off
must be generalised for power-unlimited systems and accurately defined for a wider
range of SE regimes, as initiated by the work in [56].
In general, the existing works on the EE-SE trade-off can be categorised into two types:
the first type aims at maximising the EE based on a given SE requirement [60,88,90–92];
the second category is looking at expressing the EE as a function of the SE [1,7]. The
main limitation of the former approach is that maximising EE while making the SE a
constraint put a limit on both the EE and SE performances. With the later approach,
which is the focus of this thesis, the operator can select the operating point that best
suits the system requirements.
2.4.1 EE-SE Trade-Off Formulation
The EE-SE trade-off concept can be simply described as how to express the EE in terms
of SE for a given available bandwidth. According to the famous Shannon’s capacity
theorem [16], the maximum achievable SE or equivalently the channel capacity per unit
bandwidth C (bit/s/Hz) is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), γ, such that
C = f(γ) (2.13)
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where γ = P/N is the ratio between the transmit power P and the noise power N ,
and N = N0W with N0 (J) being the noise power spectral density. In the general case,
f(γ) can be described as an increasing function of γ mapping SNR values in [0,+∞) to
capacity per unit bandwidth values in [0,+∞). As long as f(γ) is a bijective function,
f(γ) would be invertible such that
γ = f−1(C) (2.14)
where f−1 : C ∈ [0,+∞) 7→ γ ∈ [0,+∞) is the inverse function of f . For instance, over
the AWGN channel f(γ) and f−1(C) are simply given in [16] and [7] as
f(γ) = log2(1 + γ) and f
−1(C) = 2C−1, (2.15)
respectively. As it has been explained in [7], the transmit power P can be expressed as
REb and hence the SNR, γ, can be re-expressed as a function of both the achievable
SE, S, and EE, CJ , such that
γ =
P
N0W
=
R
W
Eb
N0
=
S
N0CJ . (2.16)
Inserting (2.16) into (2.14), the EE-SE trade-off expression in the general case can
simply be formulated as
CJ = W
N
S
f−1(C) . (2.17)
The last equation describes the EE-SE trade-off for the case of PT = P , i.e. the idealistic
PCM, however for more generic PCM such that PT = g(P ), the EE-SE trade-off can
be reformulated as follows
CJ =W S
g (Nf−1 (C)) . (2.18)
In order to provide some insights on the EE-SE trade-off, Figure 2.2 plots the EE-
SE trade-off expression in (2.17) and (2.18) for g
(
Nf−1 (C)) = Nf−1 (C) + P0 by
considering f−1(C) as given in (2.15), S = C and W = N = 1. The results indicate
that maximizing the EE, while maximizing the SE are conflicting objectives and, hence,
a EE-SE trade-off exists between these two metrics [7]. Indeed, in the case of P0 = 0 W,
the maximum EE is achieved when C = 0 bit/s/Hz and, conversely, the maximum SE
on the graph, i.e. C = 10 bit/s/Hz is achieved for very low EE. Consequently, the most
energy efficient policy over the AWGN channel is to not transmit anything at all when
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Figure 2.2: EE-SE trade-off over the AWGN channel for different values of the overhead
power.
P0 = 0 W. However, when the total consumed power PT is not only restricted to the
transmit power P and an overhead power P0 is consumed, the existence of an optimal
EE operation point becomes apparent, which is circled in Figure 2.2 for different values
of P0. The existence of such a point illustrates the growing importance of the EE-SE
trade-off as a system design criterion.
2.4.2 Explicit Formulation
In general, the problem of defining a closed-form expression (CFE) for the EE-SE
trade-off is equivalent to obtaining an explicit expression for the inverse function of the
channel capacity per unit bandwidth, as it is explained in the previous section. This has
so far been proved feasible only for the AWGN channel and deterministic channel with
coloured noise in [7] and [1], respectively, and it explains why approximation has been
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widely used for formulating this trade-off in more complex communication scenarios.
AWGN Channel
As it is already mentioned in Section 2.4.1, C = f (γ) = log2 (1 + γ) over the AWGN
channel and, hence, f−1(C) can be explicitly formulated as [1, 7]
f−1(C) = 2C − 1. (2.19)
The CFE of the EE-SE trade-off over the AWGN channel can then be simply obtained
by inserting (2.19) into (2.17) or (2.18).
Deterministic Channel With Coloured Gaussian Noise
According to the work of Verdu´ in [1], in the case that the channel matrix H ∈ CNr×Nt
is known both at the transmitter as well as receiver sides and is constant over time,
and the noise covariance is given by E{nn†} = N0Σ, then f−1(C) can be explicitly
formulated as
f−1(C) = 1
Nr
min
i∈{1,...,r̂}
i2NrC/i
i∏
j=1
ρ
1/i
j −
i∑
j=1
ρj (2.20)
over the deterministic channel with coloured Gaussian noise. Note that Nr and Nt
denote the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively, ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρr̂ are the
ordered version of the reciprocals of the non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix H†Σ−1H,
r̂ is the number of non-zero eigenvalues and {.}† is the complex conjugate operator.
2.5 EE-SE Trade-Off Approximations
2.5.1 Low-Power Approximation Approach
Based on the fact that the EE of a communication system depends mainly on its SE
in the LP/low-SE regime, Verdu´ introduced the concept of LP approximation for the
EE-SE trade-off in [1]. This method is in effect quite generic and, thus, it can be used to
approximate the EE-SE trade-off of any communication channels or systems for which
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an explicit expression of its channel capacity per unit bandwidth as a function of γ,
i.e. f(γ), exists and is twice differentiable. Because of its simplicity, this approach
has gained popularity and it has been extended over the years for formulating the
EE-SE trade-off of several communication schemes such as point to point [29], multi-
user [93,94], interference channels [93], single relay networks [45,95–99], multiple relay
networks [43, 44, 54] and BS cooperative networks [55, 100]. At low γ, the achievable
SE is described by the minimum energy-per-bit required for reliable communication
Eb/N0min and the slope S0 at Eb/N0min. The LP analysis is valid for C ¿ 1, i.e. the
wideband regime, whenever a very large bandwidth is used for the transmission of a
given data rate or a very small data rate is transmitted through a given bandwidth.
The SE f(γ) being a monotonically increasing concave function, the minimum energy
per bit EbN0min required for reliable communication is given as
Eb
N0 min
= lim
γ→0
f−1(C)
f(γ)
= lim
γ→0
γ
f(γ)
=
loge 2
f˙(0)
(2.21)
where f˙(0) is the first order derivative of f(γ) at γ = 0. The EE-SE trade-off based on
the LP approximation can be expressed as follows [1]
10 log10
Eb
N0
(C) ≈ 10 log10
Eb
N0 min
+
C
S0
10 log10 2, (2.22)
where S0 =
2[f˙(0)]2
−f¨(0) is the slope of SE in bit/s/Hz/(3dB) at the point
Eb
N0min
and f¨(0)
is the second order derivative of f(γ), or equivalently as
f−1(C) ≈ S Eb
N0 min
2
C
S0 , (2.23)
based on the formulation of (2.17). Conversely,
f (γ) =
S0
ln (2)
W0
(
ln (2) γ
S0 (Eb/N0min)
)
, (2.24)
where W0 denotes the real branch of the Lambert function [101]. Figure 2.3 compares
the exact and nearly-exact EE-SE trade-off over the AWGN and SISO Rayleigh fading
channels, respectively, with their LP approximations, i.e. LP approx. Results show
the fair accuracy of the LP approximation method in the LP/low-SE regime and its
versatility since it can be used for different scenarios by using the same formulation as
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Figure 2.3: EE-SE curves of AWGN channel and Raleigh channel with their respective LP
approximations.
in (2.22). However, the main shortcoming of this approach is its rather limited range of
SE values for which it is accurate. Indeed, it is by design limited to the low-SE regime
and, thus, it cannot be used for assessing the EE of future communication systems such
as Long term evolution (LTE) which are meant to operate in the mid-high SE region.
2.5.2 EE-SE Closed-Form Approximation
Until recently, the two main approaches for obtaining explicit expression of the EE-SE
trade-off have been either to use the explicit expression of f(γ) for finding an explicit
solution to f−1(C) as for instance in [7] or to use the explicit expression of f(γ) for
approximating f−1(C) as it is explained in Section 2.5.1. Another approach would
be to use an accurate closed-form approximation (CFA) of f(γ), i.e. f(γ) ≈ f˜(γ)
for finding an approximated explicit solution to f−1(C), as it was recently proposed
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in [102] and [56, 57] for the SISO and MIMO Rayleigh fading channels, respectively.
More details about this new approach for tightly approximating the EE-SE trade-off
for futuristic cellular architectures will be given in Chapters 3 and 5.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has reviewed the fundamentals about the EE-SE trade-off in cellular
networks. The SE metric was first introduced as the traditional performance evaluation
metric in wireless communications, while its limitation in giving insight on energy
consumption was also explained. The EE metric was then introduced as the metric
that gives this insight. Next, the importance of a realistic PCM for getting meaningful
EE results was emphasised. The recent developments towards improving the EE of BSs
and UTs were also discussed. Finally the fundamental trade-off between EE and SE
was introduced and the various approaches for obtaining this trade-off such as explicit
solution, low-power approximation and CFA were also pointed out.
Chapter 3
EE-SE Trade-Off of the DMIMO System
This chapter investigates the fundamental trade-off between EE and SE of the dis-
tributed multiple-input multiple-output (DMIMO) system in both the uplink and down-
link over the Rayleigh fading channel. More specifically, it presents a framework for
comprehensively analysing the DMIMO system from both an EE and SE perspective
by means of an accurate CFA of its EE-SE trade-off. The chapter first provides the
relevant background information regarding DMIMO’s system model, capacity expres-
sion, realistic PCM and EE-SE trade-off formulation. Subsequently, the generic CFA of
the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off is presented and then analysed for the specific scenarios
with one, or a larger number of active RAUs, respectively, and with practical antenna
settings. Finally, the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA is compared with the nearly-exact
approach (based on Monte Carlo simulation and a linear search algorithm), and the
great accuracy of the former is established over a wide range of SE values, for both the
uplink and downlink channels as well as for both the idealistic and realistic PCMs.
In this chapter, the main contribution is a generic novel tight CFA of the DMIMO
EE-SE trade-off for both the uplink and downlink channels, which has been included
in [103]. There is also the analysis of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA for practical
antenna setting and scenarios such as when only one RAU is active and when two RAUs
are active, which has been reported in [104].
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3.1 Distributed MIMO System
The distributed multiple-input multiple-output system (DMIMO) was originally pro-
posed to simply cover dead spots in indoor wireless communications [105]. However,
the increasing demand for high data rate and the limitation on power resource in wire-
less networks has led to the development of novel applications for the DMIMO system,
since DMIMO scheme can improve the capacity performance by shortening the trans-
mission distance [34, 106, 107]. In the DMIMO system, the antenna units referred to
as radio access units (RAUs) are geographically distributed which is in contrary to the
traditional co-located MIMO system where the antennas are just a few wavelengths
apart. The capacity gain and improved power efficiency of the DMIMO system over
the co-located MIMO scheme results from its ability to exploit both the macro and
micro diversities [33–36,106,107].
In the DMIMO system, the main processing unit is located at a centralised location
referred to as central unit (CU) which itself is connected to the RAUs via a high-speed
delay-less error-free channel such as RF or optical fibre links, as it is illustrated in Figure
3.1. The RAUs and CU exchange signaling information, and they are assumed to be
perfectly synchronised. In the uplink of the DMIMO system, the UTs simultaneously
communicate with a group of geographically dispersed antennas (RAUs), which are
connected to the CU where the signals are jointly processed. In the downlink of the
DMIMO system, signal pre-processing is performed at the CU and the processed signal
is sent through the backhaul to a group of geographically distributed antennas (RAUs)
which then transmit the message to the UT.
The channel capacity of a single-cell DMIMO system has been presented for the uplink
in [33,35,106] and the downlink channel in [33,34,106,108–110] while its expression for
the multi-cell environment is given in [111] and [112,113], for the uplink and downlink
channels, respectively. In addition, asymptotic closed-form expressions of the DMIMO
capacity which are applicable to both the uplink and downlink channels can be found
in [114–116] while DMIMO high-SE/SNR approximations have been derived in [117] for
the generic case and in [36] for the DMIMO uplink channel by using the large random
matrix theory [118]. As far as the single-cell DMIMO EE-SE trade-off is concerned, its
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Figure 3.1: Distributed MIMO system model.
lower and upper bounds at high SE/SNR have been obtained in [119] for some limited
antenna configurations in the uplink channel. Furthermore, energy efficient resource
allocation for the downlink of the DMIMO system has been proposed in [92].
3.1.1 DMIMO Channel Model
A DMIMO communication system consisting of M RAUs, each equipped with p anten-
nas and a user terminal equipped with q antennas, is here considered, as it is illustrated
in Figure 3.1. As a result of the large distance separating each RAU and the UT, each
corresponding channel matrix is formed of independent microscopic and macroscopic
fading components. The matrices Ωi and Hi represent the deterministic distance de-
pendent pathloss/shadowing (macroscopic fading component) and the MIMO Rayleigh
fading channel (microscopic fading component), respectively, between the ith RAU and
the UT, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. The channel model of the DMIMO system can then be defined
as H˜ = ΩV ¯HV , where HV = [H†1,H†2, . . . ,H†M ]†, (.)† is the complex conjugate trans-
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pose, ¯ denotes the Hadamard product, H˜ ∈ CNr×Nt , HV ∈ CNr×Nt andΩV ∈ RNr×Nt+
with R+ = {x ∈ R|x ≥ 0}. Moreover, considering the multiple antennas at the UT and
RAU, ΩV = Λ , α ⊗ J and ΩV = Λ† in the uplink and downlink cases, respectively,
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, J is a p× q matrix with all its elements equal
to one α , [α1, . . . , αM ]† represents the average channel gain vector and αi represents
the average channel gain between the UT and the ith RAU. Furthermore, the total
number of transmit and receive antennas of the DMIMO system is defined as Nt and
Nr, respectively. Note that Nt = n = q and Nr = Mp in the uplink case, whereas
Nt = Mp,Nr = q and n = p in the downlink case, where n is the number of transmit
antenna per node. The received signal y ∈ CNr×1 can be expressed as
y = H˜s+ z (3.1)
where s ∈ CNt×1 is the transmit signal vector with average transmit power P and
z ∈ CNr×1 is the noise vector with average noise power N . Moreover, HV is assumed
to be a random matrix having independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex
circular Gaussian entries with zero-mean and unit variance.
3.1.2 DMIMO Ergodic Capacity Review
In the case that the channel state information (CSI) is unknown at the transmitting
node and perfectly known at the receiver, equal power allocation is adopted at the
transmitter. Thus, the ergodic channel capacity per unit bandwidth of the DMIMO
system in both the uplink and downlink channels can then be expressed according
to [36,106] as
C = f (γ) = EH˜
{
log2
∣∣∣INr + γnH˜H˜†∣∣∣} (3.2)
where INr is a Nr × Nr identity matrix, γ , PN0W is the average signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), W (Hz) is the bandwidth, N0 is the noise power spectral density, the E{.} and
|.| notations stand for the expectation and determinant operator, respectively.
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3.1.3 Asymptotic Approximation of DMIMO System Capacity
It has been shown in [115,116] that the mutual information I(H˜) of the DMIMO system
is asymptotically equivalent to a Gaussian random variable such that both the uplink
and downlink ergodic capacity per unit bandwidth can be approximated as
f(γ) ≈ f˜(γ) = n
2 ln(2)
[
κ
M∑
i=1
(
−1 + 2 ln (1 + di) + 1
1 + di
)
+β
(
−1 + 2 ln(1 + g) + 11+g
)]
(bit/s/Hz) (3.3)
for large values of Nt and Nr, where di = d0α
2
i /ρ, g = κ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i
(
ρ2 + d0α
2
i ρ
)−1
, ρ =
1√
γ , κ =
p
q and β = 1 in the uplink while κ = 1 and β =
q
p in the downlink. In addition,
d0 is the unique positive root of the (M + 1)
th degree polynomial equation
Pm(d) = (dρ− β)
M∏
i=1
(d+ ρvi) + dκ
M∑
i=1
M∏
k=1
k 6=i
(d+ ρvk) , (3.4)
where vi = 1/α
2
i . Hence, the capacity per unit bandwidth of DMIMO given in (3.3)
can be re-expressed as
C ≈ f˜ (γ) = 1
ln (2)
(
Sq +
M∑
i=1
Spi
)
(3.5)
where Sq and Spi are given by
Sq =
q
2
(
−1 + 1
1 + g
+ 2 ln(1 + g)
)
and
Spi =
p
2
(
−1 + 1
1 + di
+ 2 ln(1 + di)
)
, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} (3.6)
respectively, for both the uplink and downlink channels.
3.1.4 DMIMO Power Model
The EE of a communication system is closely related to its total power consumption.
In a realistic DMIMO setting, power components such as the signal processing, DC-
DC/AC-DC converter as well as backhaul powers and power losses from cooling, main
supply as well as amplifier inefficiency must be taken into account in addition to the
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Figure 3.2: Distributed MIMO power model.
transmit power when evaluating the actual EE of such a system. In order to model the
power consumption of the DMIMO system, each RAU is assumed to be a remote radio
head (RRH), such that the power amplifier (PA) and radio frequency (RF) units are
mounted at the same physical location as the RAU, whereas the baseband processing
unit is located at the central unit, as it is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In comparison
with the usual base station (BS) transceiver, a RRH transceiver does not require feeder
cables such that feeder loss is mitigated; furthermore, its PAs are naturally cooled by
air circulation and, hence, cooling unit is not necessary. By utilizing the realistic PCM
for RRH in (2.8), the total consumed powers in the uplink and downlink of the DMIMO
system are given by
PTu =
P
μUT
+ qPct +M(pP0u + Pbh) and, (3.7)
PTd =M (ΓP + pP0d + Pbh) + qPcr , (3.8)
respectively, where Pct and Pcr are the UT’s transmit and receive circuit power, re-
spectively, μUT denote the UT amplifier efficiency, and Pbh is the backhauling induced
power. Furthermore, P0u and P0d are defined in (2.9) and (2.10), respectively. In ad-
dition, P ∈ [0, Pmax], with Pmax being the maximum transmit power. The backhauling
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architecture is assumed to be based on fibre optic and all switches and interfaces are
identical as in [120]. Moreover, an optical small-form factor pluggable (SFP) interface
is used to transmit data from each RAU over the backhauling fibre and it has a power
consumption of c Watts, hence, the total backhauling induced power Pbh per RAU can
be expressed according to [120] as
Pbh (C) =
(
1
maxdl
(
φ pb + (1− φ) Agswitch (C)
Agmax
pb
)
+ pdl + c
)
, (3.9)
where maxdl is the number of interfaces per aggregation switch, pdl is the power con-
sumed by one interface in the aggregation switch used to receive the backhauled traffic
at the central unit, pb is the maximum power consumption of the switch, i.e. when
all the interfaces are utilized, and φ ∈ [0, 1] represents a weighting factor. In addition,
Agmax and Agswitch denote the maximum and actual amount of traffic passing through
the switch, respectively, where Agswitch is linearly dependent on the capacity per unit
bandwidth of the system.
3.1.5 DMIMO EE-SE Trade-off Formulation
The bit-per-joule capacity of an energy limited wireless network is the maximum
amount of bits that can be delivered per joule of consumed energy in the network,
i.e. the ratio of the capacity of the system to the total consumed power. Relying on
(2.18) and the total consumed power expressions of (3.7) and (3.8), the EE-SE trade-off
of the DMIMO system can be formulated as
CJu =
S
N0
[
f−1 (C)
μUT
+
qPct +M (pP0u + Pbh(C))
N
]−1
(3.10)
and
CJd =
S
MN0
[
Γf−1 (C) + pP0d + Pbh(C) +
q
MPcr
N
]−1
, (3.11)
in the uplink and downlink channels, respectively, where N = N0W is the noise power.
Note that (3.10) and (3.11) revert to (2.17) when P0d = P0u = Pct = Pcr = Pbh = 0
and Γ = μ
UT
= 1, i.e. in the idealistic case.
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3.2 Closed-Form Approximation of the EE-SE Trade-Off
The EE-SE trade-off expressions of the DMIMO system given in (3.10) and (3.11)
require the knowledge of f−1(C), however, obtaining an explicit solution of f−1(C)
from the ergodic capacity expression of (3.2) is not feasible. However, f˜(γ) in (3.5) can
be inverted, as it is explained in the following theorem, and since f˜(γ) is an accurate
approximation of f(γ), it is expected that f˜−1(C) would be an accurate approximation
of f−1(C).
Theorem 3.2.1 An accurate CFA of the inverse function f−1(C) used in evaluating
the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off over the Rayleigh fading channel can be expressed as
f˜−1 (C) =
−
[
1 +W0(gq(Sq))
−1] M∑
i=1
−
[
1 +W0(gp(Spi))
−1]
Δi
− 1
Δi
+ 1
−M
2M
(
κ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i xi + α
2
1β
) ,
(3.12)
where gq (Sq)=−exp
(
−
(
Sq
q +
1
2 + ln (2)
))
, gp (Spi)=−exp
(
−
(
Spi
p +
1
2 + ln (2)
))
, xi =
W0(gp(Spi))
W0(gp(Sp1))
, Δi =
α2i
α21
,M is the number of RAUs, κ = pq and β = 1 in the uplink while
κ = 1 and β = qp in the downlink. In addition, W0(x) is the real branch of the Lambert
function. The Lambert W function is the inverse function of f(w) = w exp(w) and is
such that W (z)eW (z) = z, where w, z ∈ C [101].
Proof Let ui =
1
1+d0α2i /ρ
= 1
1+d0α2i
√
γ
in (3.3), hence g , κ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i
(
ρ2 + d0α
2
i ρ
)−1
=
κγ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i ui and the (M + 1)
th degree polynomial equation in (3.4) is equivalent to
d0
β
√
γ
=
1
1 + g
(3.13)
Furthermore, d0β√γ can be expressed as
d0
β
√
γ =
−A+
√
A2+4α21γβ
2α21γβ
, by substituting u1 into
g, where A = κγ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i xi + 1 − α21γβ and xi = uiu1 . Moreover, di , d0α2i
√
γ =
Δi
(
−A+
√
A2+4α21γβ
2
)
and g can easily be expressed from (3.13) as g , β
√
γ
d0
− 1, which
is equivalent to g = −1+A+
√
A2+4α21γβ
2 . Consequently, by defining gˉ and dˉi as gˉ = 2g+1
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and dˉi = 2di + 1,
gˉ = A+
√
A2 + 4α21γβ − 1 and
dˉi
Δi
− 1
Δi
+ 1 = −A+
√
A2 + 4α21γβ + 1. (3.14)
Furthermore, by substituting the value of A = κγ
∑M
i=1α
2
i xi+ 1− α21γβ into (3.14), it
can be easily shown that
gˉ
M∑
i=1
(
dˉi
Δi
− 1
Δi
+ 1
)
=M
(
γ
(
2κ
M∑
i=1
α2i xi + 2α
2
1β
)
+ 1
)
(3.15)
and hence the CFA of the inverse function, f−1(C), used in the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off
formulation can be expressed as
γ ≈ f˜−1 (C) =
gˉ
∑M
i=1
(
dˉi
Δi
− 1Δi + 1
)
−M
2M
(
κ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i xi + α
2
1β
) . (3.16)
The first equation in (3.6) is equivalent to − (Sq/q + 12 + ln(2)) = − [1 + gˉ]−1+ln(1+gˉ)
hence
gq(Sq) = − 1
1 + gˉ
exp
(
− 1
1 + gˉ
)
, (3.17)
which can be re-formulated by using the Lambert W function [101] as
− 1
1 + gˉ
= W0(gq(Sq))
gˉ = −
[
1 +
1
W0(gq(Sq))
]
, (3.18)
where gq(Sq) = − exp(−(Sqq + 12 + ln(2))). Similarly, dˉi=−
[
1+ 1
W0(gp(Spi ))
]
and, more-
over, xi can be easily expressed as xi =
W0(gp(Spi))
W0(gp(Sp1))
, ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, by noting that
ui = 2/(1 + dˉi). Finally, (3.12) is obtained by inserting gˉ and dˉi into (3.16).
3.3 Use Case Scenarios
Note that Sq and Spi in (3.6) are functions of γ. Thus, in order to utilise the DMIMO
EE-SE trade-off expression of (3.12), Sq and Spi first need to be expressed as a function
of C. This section start by providing expressions of Sq and Spi as a function of C for
some specific scenarios such as when M = 1-RAU, and then for M ≥ 2 RAUs.
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3.3.1 1-Radio Access Unit
The case in which only one RAU is active, i.e. the 1-RAU DMIMO case is a very
important scenario since it is equivalent to the point-to-point MIMO channel whose
EE-SE trade-off CFA has recently been given in [56, 57]. It can easily be shown that
the inverse function, f˜−1(C), in (3.12) simplifies into
f˜−1 (C) =
−1 +
[
1 + 1
W0(gq(Sq))
] [
1 + 1
W0(gp(Sp1 ))
]
2α21 (κ+ β)
(3.19)
in both the uplink and downlink channels, since x1 = Δ1 = 1 when only one RAU is
active, i.e. when M = 1. Note that (3.19) is equivalent to (12) of [56] which is utilised
in obtaining the EE-SE trade-off closed form expression of the point-to-point MIMO
over the Rayleigh fading channel.
Case of p = q
Consider the 1-RAU case, i.e. M = 1, when p = q then β = κ = 1 and gˉ = dˉ1 according
to (3.14), hence, Sq = Sp1 ≈ C ln (2) /2. The CFA of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off for
this scenario can be obtained by inserting Sq = Sp1 = (C ln (2)) /2 in (3.19) such that
f˜−1 (C) =
−1 +
[
1 +
(
W0
(
−2−
(
C
2p
+1
)
e−
1
2
))−1]2
4α21
(3.20)
Case of p > q
When the number of antennas at the RAU is greater than the number of antennas
at the UT, the problem of defining a closed-form expression for the EE-SE trade-off
is equivalent to expressing both Sq and Sp1 as a function of C in (3.19). Indeed,
for the 1-RAU scenario, the system capacity per unit bandwidth can be expressed as
C ln (2) ≈ Sq+Sp1 in (3.5), therefore a parametric function Φp,q (C) can be defined such
that Φp,q (C) ≈ Sq−Sp1 , then, Sq and Sp1 is obtained as a function of solely p, q and C
by solving two simple linear equations. The difference Sq − Sp1 can be re-expressed as
Φp,q (C) ≈ Sq − Sp1 = ln
(
(1 + g)q
(1 + d1)
p
)
, (3.21)
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of e
Sq−Sp1
q with the parametric function φp,q(C) obtained from (3.22)
as a function of the spectral efficiency for various receive/transmit antenna ratios with κ = 1
β
>
1.
since it has been proved in Appendix A that q
(
−1 + 11+g
)
−p
(
−1 + 11+d1
)
= 0. Using
the curve fitting method proposed in [121], a parametric function φp,q that tightly fits
e
Sq−Sp1
q is designed for p > q and C values between 0 and 50 bit/s/Hz. According
to Figure 3.3, where e
Sq−Sp1
q has been plotted in a logarithm scale as a function of C
and for various p and q such that p > q, it can be seen that
Sq−Sp1
q is monotonically
increasing in a logarithm way at low C and in a linear way at high C. Moreover, this
function is equal to zero at C = 0. In the effort of obtaining the function that best fits
these curves, the curve fitting method leads to the parametric function
φp,q (C) = 1 + η0 [cosh (C ln (2) / (qη2))η1 − 1] (3.22)
which provides a satisfying approximation for any of the e
Sq−Sp1
q curves, as it is shown
in Figure 3.3 for κ = p/q = 2, 5/2, 10/3, 3/2, 4/3, η0 = 1, 1, 1, 0.134, 0.093 , η1 =
2.55, 2.247, 1.988, 0.412, 0.37 and η2 = 2.55, 2.247, 1.988, 0.412, 0.367, respectively.
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Table 3.1: Parameters η0, η1, η2 values for various values of κ or β.
p ≥ 2q
κ| p
q
9 8 7 6 5 9/2 4 7/2 10/3 3 8/3 5/2 7/3 9/4 2
η1 1.616 1.640 1.671 1.713 1.777 1.820 1.8771.955 1.987 2.067 2.1752.243 2.330 2.389 2.558
1 < p
q
< 2
κ| p
q
9/5 7/4 5/3 8/5 3/2 10/7 7/5 4/3 9/7 5/4 6/5 7/6 8/7 9/8 10/9
η0 0.217 0.204 0.179 0.163 0.124 0.151 0.1270.081 0.116 0.074 0.066 0.075 0.075 0.080 0.066
η1 0.56 0.54 0.48 0.46 0.30 0.57 0.48 0.26 0.58 0.32 0.31 0.53 0.60 0.74 0.65
η2 0.56 0.54 0.48 0.46 0.30 0.55 0.47 0.26 0.54 0.31 0.29 0.47 0.51 0.60 0.53
Moreover, it can be observed that η0 = 1 and η1 = η2 when κ = p/q ≥ 2 such that
φp,q (C) simplifies as φp,q (C) = cosh (C ln (2)/ (qη1))η1 in that case. Consequently,
Φp,q (C) = q ln (1 + η0 [cosh (C ln (2) / (qη2))η1 − 1]) and (3.23a)
Φp,q(C) = qη1 ln (cosh (C ln(2)/ (qη1))) (3.23b)
provides an accurate approximation for Sq −Sp1 as a function of C when 2q > p > q or
p ≥ 2q, respectively.
Tightness of Φp,q(C)
The tightness of Φp,q(C) can be controlled by adjusting the parameters η0, η1, and η2
in (3.23) such that the following mean squared error (MSE) equation is minimised, i.e.
0 ¿ 1.
1
10J + 1
J∑
C=0
| (Sq − Sp1)− Φp,q(C) |2≤ 0. (3.24)
By using (3.24), the coefficients η0, η1, and η2, which are collected in Table 3.1, are
obtained for various antenna configurations, J = 50, 0 = 1 × 10−3 and with an incre-
mental step of 0.1 bit/s/Hz for C.
Finally, Sq and Sp1 are expressed solely as a function of p, q and C by using (3.23) with
C ln (2) ≈ Sq + Sp1 such that
Sq ≈ 0.5 (C ln (2) + q ln (1 + η0 [cosh (C ln (2) / (qη2))η1 − 1])) and
Sp1 ≈ 0.5 (C ln (2)− q ln (1 + η0 [cosh (C ln (2) / (qη2))η1 − 1])) (3.25)
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for 2q > p > q. In addition, Sq and Sp1 can be formulated as
Sq ≈ 0.5 (C ln (2) + qη1 ln (cosh (C ln (2) / (qη1)))) and
Sp1 ≈ 0.5 (C ln (2)− qη1 ln (cosh (C ln (2) / (qη1)))) (3.26)
when p ≥ 2q. The CFA of the inverse function, f−1(C), required in obtaining the
EE-SE trade-off for the 1-RAU case when p > q or p ≥ 2q is eventually expressed by
inserting Sq and Sp1 , i.e. equations (3.26) or (3.25), in (3.19).
3.3.2 M-Radio Access Unit
Whenever more than 1-RAUs are active, the problem of defining a closed-form ex-
pression for the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off is equivalent to expressing Sq and Spi as a
function of C in (3.12). Since C ln(2) ≈ Sq+
∑
Spi in (3.5), then by defining Sq−
∑
Spi
and Spi/Sp1 , ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, as a function of C, Sq and Spi , ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, can
easily be expressed independently as a function of C by solving a set ofM+1 equations.
Approximation of Sq −
∑
Spi
In the following, the parametric function Φp,q that accurately approximate Sq −
∑
Spi
by means of an heuristic curve fitting method [121] is proposed, such that
Φp,q(C) ≈ Sq −
∑
Spi = ln
(
(1 + g)q∏M
i=1(1 + di)
p
)
, (3.27)
since it can be proved by direct substitution that p(−1+ 11+g )−q(−M+
∑M
i=1
1
1+di
)=0
in (3.6) as in the 1-RAU case. Similar to the 1-RAU case, a curve fitting method is
utilised to design a parametric function φp,q(C) = e
Φp,q(C)
q that tightly fits e
Sq−
∑
Spi
q for
p > q. Then e
Sq−
∑
Spi
q is numerically evaluated as a function of C for a fixed channel
gain offset, i.e. Δi = α
2
i /α
2
1, ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, and also for various values of M , p and
q, as it is shown in Figure 3.4. Similar to the 1-RAU case, e
Sq−
∑
Spi
q presents the feature
of a logarithmic function at low C and linear function at high C. The function is also
monotonic and its value at C = 0 is zero. The parametric function given in (3.23b) for
Sq − Sp1 in the 1-RAU case also provide a satisfying approximation for Sq −
∑M
i=1 Spi
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of e
Sq−
∑M
i=1 Spi
q with the parametric function φp,q(C) obtained from
(3.23b) and (3.31) as a function of the spectral efficiency per RAU -receive antenna for various
number of RAUs , receive/transmit antenna ratios with κ = 1
β
> 1 and Δi = 10(i− 1)dB.
when p > q, as it is shown in Figure 3.4. Note that the tightness of Φp,q(C) is controlled
by adjusting the parameter η1 as in the 1-RAU case of (3.24) (where Spi is replaced
with
∑
Spi since M ≥ 2). Then, Sq is obtained as
Sq ≈ 0.5 (C ln(2) + qη1 ln (cosh (C ln (2) / (qη1)))) , (3.28)
by solving equations (3.23b) and C ln(2) ≈ Sq +
∑M
i=1 Spi .
Approximation of Spi
Furthermore, by solving equations (3.23b) and C ln(2) ≈ Sq +
∑M
i=1 Spi , then
∑M
i=1 Spi
is also obtained as
M∑
i=1
Spi ≈ 0.5 (C ln(2)− qη ln (cosh (C ln (2) / (qη)))). (3.29)
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the parameter η1 obtained from (3.23b) with η1 obtained via our
interpolation approach of (3.31) as a function of the channel gain offset Δ2 in dB.
In the scenario of interest where p > q, then Sq À Spi and, hence, it is sufficient to
evaluate any Spi∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} based on its low-SE approximation. Moreover, from
the proof of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off in the low-SE regime of Proposition 4.1.1,
the ratio
Spi
Sp1
≈ Δi at low SE. Consequently, any Spi can be approximated as
Spi ≈
α2i
2
∑M
i=1 α
2
i
(
C ln(2)− qη1 ln
(
cosh
(C ln (2)
qη1
)))
, i ∈ {1, . . .M}. (3.30)
3.3.3 DMIMO System with M = 2-RAUs
The parameter η1, varies with the ratio of the channel gain offset between the links, i.e.
Δi. In the case where only 2-RAUs are active, the absolute value of the log of Δ2 varies
from 0, i.e. the two channel gains α21 and α
2
2 are equal, to +∞, i.e. one of the links is
far stronger than the other one such that α22 À α21 or α21 À α22, which corresponds to a
2p× q and p× q MIMO systems, respectively. Consequently, η1 ∈ [ς1, ς2], where ς1 and
ς2 are the respective values of η1 for the 2p × q and p × q MIMO cases. According to
Figure 3.5, where η1 is plotted as a function of Δ2 for Δ2 ranging from 0 to 40 dB and
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Table 3.2: Parameters δ1, δ2, λ1 and λ2 Values for various values of κ or β
κ|1/β ς1 ς2 λ1 λ2 κ|1/β ς1 ς2 λ1 λ2 κ|1/β ς1 ς2 λ1 λ2
10 1.517 1.597 .1132 2.0640 3 1.713 2.067 .1072 2.3121 3/2 2.067 3.313 .0932 2.8050
9 1.526 1.616 .1120 2.0619 8/3 1.752 2.175 .1036 2.2831 10/7 2.109 3.520 .0908 2.8369
8 1.536 1.640 .1080 1.9627 5/2 1.777 2.243 .1036 2.3447 7/5 2.127 3.618 .0904 2.8860
7 1.551 1.671 .1100 2.0683 7/3 1.804 2.330 .0996 2.2676 4/3 2.175 3.893 .0876 2.9851
6 1.570 1.713 .1128 2.1882 9/4 1.820 2.389 .0936 2.1345 9/7 2.211 4.138 .0856 3.0349
5 1.597 1.777 .1080 2.0855 2 1.877 2.558 .1008 2.5063 5/4 2.243 4.367 .0824 2.9895
9/2 1.616 1.820 .1100 2.1763 9/5 1.938 2.769 .0988 2.5974 6/5 2.290 4.763 .0804 3.1746
4 1.640 1.877 .1100 2.2472 7/4 1.955 2.836 .0980 2.6178 8/7 2.352 5.432 .0740 3.1797
7/2 1.671 1.955 .1076 2.2272 5/3 1.987 2.964 .0964 2.6490 9/8 2.389 5.696 .0732 3.2949
10/3 1.683 1.987 .1084 2.2805 8/5 2.017 3.086 .0944 2.6490 10/9 2.391 5.947 .0708 3.2154
various antenna configurations, η1 presents the feature of a tangent hyperbolic function,
where η1 = ς1 at Δ2 = 0 dB and η1 converges to ς2 as Δ2 →∞. Consequently, a tight
approximation of η1 can be defined by means of a curve fitting method as
η1 ≈ ς1 + (ς2 − ς1) tanh (10 log10 (Δ2)λ1)λ2 (3.31)
where the tightness of this approximation is shown in Figure 3.5. An accurate approxi-
mation of Sq − (Sp1 +Sp2) is then obtained via Φp,q(C) by inserting (3.31) into (3.23b),
as it is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Note that the parameters ς1, ς2, λ1 and λ2 are given in
Table 3.2 for some selected antenna settings.
Inserting η1 in (3.31) into (3.28) and (3.30), Sq, Spi ∀ i ∈ {1, 2} and xi ∀ i ∈ {1, 2} are
easily obtained solely as a function of the variable C and for various parameters. Finally,
the CFA of the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink and downlink of the 2-RAUs DMIMO
system is then formulated by substituting Sq, Spi ∀ i ∈ {1, 2} and xi ∀ i ∈ {1, 2} into
f˜−1(C) in (3.12) and inserting f−1(C) ≈ f˜−1(C) in (3.10) and (3.11), respectively.
3.4 Results and Discussion
This section verify the accuracy of the CFA of DMIMO EE-SE trade-off for both the 1-
RAU and 2-RAU scenarios in both the uplink and downlink channels over the Rayleigh
fading channel by comparing it with the Monte Carlo simulation based nearly-exact
approach for various antenna configurations. A linear 2-RAU DMIMO system where
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Figure 3.6: 2−RAU DMIMO linear layout.
Table 3.3: RAU System Parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value (units)
RAU cell Radius r 100 m
Reference distance D0 1 m
Reference pathloss value L0 34.5 dB
Pathloss exponent η 3.5
max UT Transmit Power Pmax 27 dBm
max RAU Transmit Power Pmax 46 dBm
Thermal noise density N0 −169 dBm/Hz
Channel bandwidth W 10 MHz
the two RAUs are positioned as illustrated in Figure 3.6 is considered. It should be
noted that the results and insights drawn from the linear architecture can be applied
to any 2-RAU DMIMO architecture. In order to present practical results, the average
channel gain between the UT and the ith RAU, i.e. αi, is determined by the following
pathloss model
αi =
√
L0
(
1 +
Di
D0
)−η
, (3.32)
where Di is the distance between the UT and the i
th RAU, η is the pathloss exponent
and L0 is the power loss at a reference distance D0. The values of parameters η
and L0 are set according to those defined for the pathloss model in the urban macro
scenario [122] and are given in Table 3.3 along with other system parameters.
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3.4.1 Nearly-Exact EE-SE Trade-Off
The nearly-exact DMIMO EE-SE trade-off presents a way to verify the accuracy of the
CFA of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off in both the uplink and downlink channels. The
nearly exact approach is based on running Monte Carlo simulation over 10000 random
realizations of the DMIMO system and by averaging the results. The expression in
equation (3.2) provides the SE C for a given SNR γ, hence, the nearly exact f−1(C) = γ
can be easily obtained for a given SE by using (3.2) together with a simple linear search
algorithm where the target C differs from the actual C by less than 10−4 bit/s/Hz.
3.4.2 EE-SE Trade-Off Based on the Idealistic PCM
The idealistic EE-SE trade-off of the uplink and downlink DMIMO system is obtained
by considering that the total power consumed is equal to the transmit power, hence
the DMIMO EE-SE expressions in (3.10) and (3.11) are utilized for P0d = P0u = Pct =
Pcr = Pbh = 0 and Γ = μUT = 1 in this case.
1-RAU Scenario
Figure 3.7 compares the CFA of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off in the downlink channel,
which has been obtained by inserting (3.19) into (3.11), with the nearly-exact EE-SE
trade-off when only RAU 2 is active and the UT is at position B in the layout of Figure
3.6. The results in Figure 3.7 have been obtained for some specific values of β, i.e.
β = {2, 1.5, 1.6, 1.5, 1, 1.33} which corresponds to the following antenna configurations
p × q = {2 × 1, 3 × 2, 5 × 3, 6 × 4, 5 × 5, 8 × 6}. The results clearly demonstrate the
tight fitness between the CFA of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off and the nearly-exact
EE-SE trade-off when only one RAU is active. Note that this results also holds in the
uplink channel since there is a symmetry between the uplink and downlink when only
one RAU is active.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the EE-SE trade-off for the downlink of a 1-RAU-DMIMO system
obtained via the nearly-exact approach and by CFA with the UT at points A.
2-RAU Scenario
In this scenario, both RAU1 and RAU2 are active. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 compare the CFA
of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off with the nearly-exact EE in the uplink and downlink,
respectively, for an idealistic PCM, UT positioned at points A and B and for some
specific values of κ = 1β , i.e. κ = {2, 1.5, 1.6, 1.5} which corresponds to the following
antenna configurations p× q = {2×1, 3×2, 5×3, 6×4}. Results clearly show the tight
fitness of the CFA with the nearly-exact EE, hence, it is a graphical illustration of the
accuracy of the CFA for both the uplink and downlink channels. In addition, these
results reveal that the most energy efficient point occurs at C → 0 when an idealistic
PCM is assumed. Since from equations (2.17) and (2.23), the maximum idealistic EE
is obtained at C → 0. Note also that when the UT is moved from point A to B, i.e.
closer to its serving RAU (RAU2) obviously improves the EE.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of a 2 RAUs-DMIMO system
obtained via the nearly-exact approach and by CFA based on the idealistic PCM.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the EE-SE trade-off for the downlink of a 2 RAUs-DMIMO system
obtained via the nearly-exact approach and by CFA based on the idealistic PCM.
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Table 3.4: RAU Realistic Power Model Parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value (units)
Receive part of RRH P0 P0u 24.8 W
Transmit part of RRH P0 P0d 59.2 W
RRH load dependent PCM slope Γ 2.8
UT receive circuit power Pcr 0.1 W
UT transmit circuit power Pct 0.1 W
UT power amplifier efficiency μ
UT
100 %
Weighting factor φ 0.5
No. of interfaces per aggregation switch maxdl 24
Power consumed by 1 interface pdl 1 W
Power consumed optical SFP c 1 W
max Power consumed switch pb 300W
max traffic through switch Agmax 24 Gb/s
3.4.3 EE-SE Trade-Off Based on the Realistic PCM
The realistic DMIMO EE-SE trade-off for both the uplink and downlink channels are
obtained by using (3.10) and (3.11), respectively, together with (3.12) and the realistic
power model parameters given in Table 3.4 [12,88,120]. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 compare
the CFA of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off with the nearly-exact EE in the uplink and
downlink, for the realistic PCM and some specific antenna configurations. The results
obtained here are very different from those obtained in the idealistic setting. In the
latter increasing the number of antennas at either the RAU or UT results in an im-
provement in both the SE and the EE. Whereas in the realistic PCM, increasing the
number of antennas at the RAU results in an improvement in SE but not necessarily
in EE, as a result of the additional power that is consumed by both the baseband
processing and radio frequency unit. This additional power increases linearly with p in
the uplink, while the power consumed by an additional unit, i.e. the power amplifier,
also increases linearly with p in the downlink. Furthermore, the results indicate that
in the considered scenario, transmitting at Pmax is an optimal approach in terms of EE
in the uplink channel. While the EE-optimal transmit power for the downlink is below
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of a 2 RAUs-DMIMO system
obtained via the nearly-exact approach and by CFA based on the Realistic PCM.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the EE-SE trade-off for the downlink of a 2 RAUs-DMIMO system
obtained via the nearly-exact approach and by CFA based on the Realistic PCM.
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Pmax. Note that the discrepancy between the EE optimal point in the DMIMO uplink
and downlink channel results from their different power models.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the fundamental trade-off between the EE and SE of the DMIMO
system over the Rayleigh fading channel was investigated. In this direction, a generic
accurate closed-form expression of the EE-SE trade-off for both the uplink and downlink
of the DMIMO Rayleigh fading channel was derived by considering the idealistic and
realistic PCMs. A formal proof of the approach for obtaining the generic CFA of the
DMIMO system was first presented. The DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA was then
shown to simplify into the MIMO expression of [56] for the case when only one RAU is
active. Next, details on how the parameters for the trade-off expression are generated
for the case of practical antenna settings (p > q) was provided by using an heuristic
curve fitting method. The accuracy of the CFA was shown graphically for various
practical antenna configurations and for a wide range of SE. The CFA was then used to
show that in an idealistic PCM increasing the number of antennas at either the RAU
or UT results in an improvement in both the SE and the EE. Whereas in a realistic
PCM, increasing the number of antennas at the RAU results in an improvement in SE
but not necessarily in EE.
Chapter 4
EE Analysis of DMIMO System
The DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA that has been derived in Chapter 3 becomes more
intricate to formulate when the number of active RAUs is greater than two. In order to
get insights on the EE of DMIMO for large number of RAUs, one can rely on lower and
upper bounds instead of full CFA. In this chapter, the low and high SE approximations
of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off in both the uplink and downlink channels are first
presented. As an application for the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFAs, this chapter also
presents the achievable incremental EE gain when an additional RAU is connected to
the UT and the EE gain of the DMIMO system over the traditional co-located MIMO
(CMIMO) system, i.e. 1-RAU scenario, in the downlink channel and for both the
idealistic and realistic PCMs.
The key contributions of this chapter is the derivation of the asymptotic low and high
SE approximations of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off in both the uplink and downlink
channels, which has been included in [103]. There is also the formulations of the
incremental EE gain of DMIMO and the EE gain of the DMIMO system over the
CMIMO system in the downlink, which have been reported in [103].
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4.1 Low-SE Approximation of the DMIMO EE-SE Trade-
Off
The result that has been obtained in Chapter 3 clearly indicates that the low-SE regime
is the energy efficient regime in the DMIMO system when considering the idealistic
PCM. It is known from [1, eq. (30) and (206)] that in the low SE regime C → 0 and,
hence, the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off expression in this regime can be expressed as
f−1(C)C→0 = NtC ln (2)
E
(
tr
[
H˜†H˜
]) , (4.1)
where Nt is the total number of transmit antenna such that Nt = p and Nt = Mp in
the uplink and downlink cases, respectively. This implies that E
(
tr
[
H˜†H˜
])
has to be
evaluated, however, a direct evaluation of this term is tedious. In other to circumvent
this, one can resort to evaluating the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA of (3.12) at C → 0
as in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1.1 In the low-SE regime, C → 0, such that (3.12) can be simplified
and, hence, the low-SE approximation of the inverse function, f−1(C), which is used in
characterising the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off over the Rayleigh fading channel is given
by
f˜−1
l
(C) = C ln(2)
pβ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i
, (4.2)
in both the uplink and downlink scenarios with β = 1 and β = qp , respectively. In
addition, C is the capacity per unit bandwidth (SE), M is the number of RAUs, αi is
the average channel gain between the UT and the ith RAU.
Proof In the low-SE regime, C → 0 and, hence, Sq =
∑M
i=1 Spi . Moreover, by applying
the following approximations of the functions ln(1 + x)
0∼ x and 11+x
0∼ 1 − x to
(3.6), the ratio
Spi
Sp1
= Δi, ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, such that Spi is directly proportional
to α2i in this regime. Consequently, Spi can be expressed as Spi =
α2i∑M
i=1 α
2
i
∑M
i=1 Spi
and gq(Sq), which is utilised in the DMIMO CFA of (3.12), can be re-expressed as
gq(Sq) = −e−(
C ln 2
2q
+ 1
2
+ln(2))
. In turn, the latter further simplifies to
gq(Sq)
0∼ −1
2
e
−
(C ln(2)
q
)
e
− 1
2
(
1−C ln(2)
q
)
0∼ −1
2
(
1− C ln(2)
q
)
e
− 1
2
(
1−C ln(2)
q
)
(4.3)
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since ex
0∼ 1 + x and, hence, W0(gq(Sq)) 0∼ −12
(
1− C ln(2)q
)
. Similarly, W0(gp(Spi))
0∼
−12
(
1− α2i C ln 2
p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i
)
and xi =
W0(gp(Spi ))
W0(gp(Sp1 ))
0∼ p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i−α2i C ln(2)
p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i−α21C ln(2)
. By inserting the approxi-
mations ofW0(gq(Sq)) andW0(gp(Spi)) in addition with xi into the DMIMO CFA of the
inverse function, f˜−1(C), given in (3.12), the following is obtained upon simplification
f˜−1l (C)
0∼
[
C ln(2)+q
q−C ln(2)
(
2α21C ln(2)M
p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i
+M
)
−M
]
[
2M
(
κ
∑M
k=1 α
2
k
p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i−α2kC ln(2)
p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i−α21C ln(2)
)
+ α21β
] , (4.4)
which can be further simplified as
f˜−1l (C)
0∼
2C ln(2)
(
p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i + α
2
1q
)
2κp
∑M
i=1 α
2
i (q − C ln(2))
(∑M
i=1 α
2
i + α
2
1β/κ
)
0∼
C ln(2)
(
p
∑M
i=1 α
2
i + α
2
1q
)
qp
∑M
i=1 α
2
i
(
κ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i + α
2
1β
) (4.5)
when C → 0. Note that κ = p/q, β = 1 and κ = 1, β = q/p, in the uplink and downlink
channels, respectively. Hence, equation (4.5) can be simplified and expressed in the
generic form of (4.2).
4.1.1 Results and Discussions
It can be observed from (4.2) that the low-SE approximation of the idealistic DMIMO
EE-SE trade-off is independent of the number of transmit antennas which is in line
with the results in [1, 29] for the point-to-point MIMO Rayleigh fading channel. In
addition, increasing the number of receive antennas increases the EE as a result of an
improved diversity gain.
In order to present some numerical results, the DMIMO architecture depicted in Figure
4.1 is considered, where 7 RAUs communicate with the UT. The system parameters are
given in Table 3.3 while the average channel gain between the UT and the ith RAU, i.e.
αi is defined by the pathloss model given in (3.32). Figures 4.2 and 4.3 presents some
numerical results on the low-SE approximations of the EE of the DMIMO system for
both the uplink and downlink scenarios, respectively, at r = 100 and 500m. Assuming
that the UT is located at point E, the novel EE approximation at low-SE in (4.2) is
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Figure 4.1: Distributed MIMO system model.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the low SE approximation of the EE CFA for the uplink of DMIMO
with the approximation in [1] when the UT is at position E, based on the idealistic PCM.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the low SE approximation of the EE CFA for the downlink of
DMIMO with the approximation in [1] when the UT is at position E, based on the idealistic
PCM.
compared with Verdu’s low-SE approximation of [1] which is given in (4.1) for both
the uplink and downlink channels. The results shows a tight match between the novel
low-SE approximation of the DMIMO EE in (4.2) and Verdu’s low-SE approximation.
In line with the insights drawn earlier on the low-SE regime approximation, Figures 4.2
and 4.3 show that the EE of DMIMO system is independent of the number of transmit
antenna, i.e. q in the uplink channel and p in the downlink channel, while increasing
the number of receive antennas, i.e. p and q in the uplink and downlink channel,
respectively, improves the EE, when an idealistic PCM is considered. Furthermore,
the EE of the system increases when the channel quality is improved as a result of the
shorter cell radius.
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4.2 High-SE Approximation of the DMIMO EE-SE Trade-
Off
In general, high-SNR/SE approximations are of practical interest for accurately assess-
ing the SE or EE of communication networks which operate in the mid-high SNR/SE
regime [123]. The high-SE approximation of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off can be ob-
tained via the high-SNR approximation of the unique real positive root of the (M+1)th
degree polynomial given in (3.4), i.e. d0. According to [117], the formulation of the
asymptotic approximation of this root is dependent on the relationship between the
total number of antennas at the RAUs and the total number of antennas at the UT,
i.e. Mp > q or Mp = q or Mp < q. Using the same categorization as in [117, Lemma
1], the novel high-SE approximation of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off, i.e. f˜−1
h
(C) is
formulated, for both the uplink and downlink channels in the following propositions.
4.2.1 Case of Mp > q
Proposition 4.2.1 The novel high-SE approximation of the inverse function, f−1(C),
used in evaluating the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off when Mp > q is given by
f˜−1
h
(C) = − 1
V
1 +
2W0
−2−(Cq+1)e
(∑M
i=1 S
∞
pi
q
− 1
2
)

−1 , (4.6)
where
V = κ
 M∑
i=1
α2i
(
κ
∑M
k=1
α2k
α21
x∞k − β
)
κ
∑M
k=1
α2k
α21
x∞k − β(1− α
2
i
α21
)

In addition, x∞i and
∑M
i=1 S
∞
pi
, which are independent of C are given in (4.9) and (4.11),
respectively, C is the capacity per unit bandwidth (SE), M is the number of RAUs, αi is
the average channel gain between the UT and the ith RAU, W0(x) is the real branch of
the Lambert function [101], κ = p/q, β = 1 in the uplink channel while κ = 1, β = q/p,
downlink channel.
Proof By substituting g , κγ
∑M
i=1 α
2
i ui = κγu1
∑M
i=1 α
2
i xi into (3.13) and further
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substituting the expression obtained for d0β√γ into ui, it can be shown that
ui =
xi + κα
2
1γui
∑M
k=1Δkxk
xi + κα21γui
∑M
k=1Δkxk + βα
2
1Δiγxi
. (4.7)
Furthermore, at high-SE regime, the numerator and denominator of the expression
in (4.7) can be simplified as κα21γui
∑M
k=1Δkxk and κα
2
1γui
∑M
k=1Δkxk + βα
2
1Δiγxi,
respectively. Consequently, ui can easily be expressed as
ui
∞∼ κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − βΔix∞i
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k
, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, (4.8)
where x∞i , uiu1 at high-SE regime, and it converges to a fixed value which can be
obtained by solving a series of equation given by
x∞i =
ui
u1
=
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − βΔix∞i
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − β
, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. (4.9)
Note that for the case of M = 2, x∞1 = 1 and x∞2 =
−B+
√
B2+4κ2Δ2
2κΔ2
, where B =
(κ − β)(1 −Δ2). Furthermore, by substituting the high-SE expression of u1 obtained
from (4.8) into the high-SE approximation of d0β√γ , i.e.
d0
β
√
γ
∞∼ 1g
∞∼ 1
κα21γu1
∑M
i=1Δ
2
i x
∞
i
.
Hence,
d0
√
γ
β
∞∼ 1
κ
∑M
k=1 α
2
kx
∞
k − α21β
, (4.10)
A useful observation is that by utilising the approximation of
d0
√
γ
β and x
∞
i at the
high-SE regime, the explicit expression of Spi can be expressed from (3.6) as
S∞pi =
p
2
[
−1 + κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − β
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − β(1−Δi)
+ 2 ln
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − β(1−Δi)
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − β
]
.
(4.11)
Thus,
∑M
i=1 S
∞
pi
can be obtained with (4.11) and S∞q = C ln (2) −
∑M
i=1 S
∞
pi
according
to (3.5), which is also equivalent to
S∞q = q
(
−1
2
− ln(2) + 1
1 + gˉ
+ ln(1 + gˉ)
)
. (4.12)
Moreover, gˉ = 2g + 1 and gˉ = −(1 + 1
W0(Q1)
), where Q1 = − exp(−(S
∞
q
q +
1
2 + ln(2))),
hence, g can be expressed as
g = −
(
1 +
1
2W0 (Q1)
)
. (4.13)
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In addition, note that g can also be defined as g = κγu1
∑M
i=1 α
2
i xi which is equivalent
to
g = κγ
 M∑
i=1
α2i
(
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − β
)
κ
∑M
k=1Δkx
∞
k − β(1−Δi)
 (4.14)
at high SE. Consequently, the novel CFA of the inverse function, f−1(C), used in
evaluating the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off in the high-SE regime when Mp > q, which
was given earlier in (4.6), can be obtained by equating (4.13) to (4.14).
4.2.2 Case of Mp = q
The high-SE approximation of the inverse function, f−1(C), used in expressing the
DMIMO EE-SE trade-off when Mp = q can be obtained by utilizing the asymptotic
high-SE approximation of the unique positive real root of the (M + 1)th degree poly-
nomial in (3.4), which can be approximated as [117]
d0
∞∼
√√√√ M∑
i=1
1
α2i
. (4.15)
Hence, the following proposition is formulated for this scenario.
Proposition 4.2.2 When Mp = q, the novel inverse function, f−1(C), used in the
DMIMO EE-SE trade-off expression can be approximated in the high SE regime as
follows
f˜−1
h
(C) =
(κ+ 1)
√∑M
i=1
1
α2i
4βW0(Q2)
2 , (4.16)
where
Q2= −2−
(
C
2q
+2
)
e
−Mκ+β
4β
(
M∏
i=1
α2i
α21
) κ
2β
(κ+1)
√√√√ 1
β
M∑
i=1
α21
α2i
, (4.17)
C is the capacity per unit bandwidth (SE), M is the number of RAUs, αi is the average
channel gain between the UT and the ith RAU, W0(x) is the real branch of the Lambert
function [101], κ = p/q, β = 1 in the uplink channel while κ = 1, β = q/p, downlink
channel.
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Proof Relying on (4.15) and knowing that d0β√γ =
1
β
√
1
γ
∑M
i=1 vi, g + 1 = β
√
γ∑M
i=1 vi
,
d1 = α
2
1
√
γ
∑M
i=1 vi as well as di = Δid1, the asymptotic approximation of the capacity
per unit bandwidth can be expressed according to (3.6) as
C ln(2) ≈ p
2
−M + ∑Mi=1 1Δ
α21
√
γ
∑M
i=1 vi
+ 2 ln
(
M∏
i=1
Δi
)
+ 2M ln
α21
√√√√γ M∑
i=1
vi

+
q
2
−1 + 1
β
√∑M
i=1 vi
γ
+ 2 ln
β√ γ∑M
i=1 vi
 , (4.18)
which can be further simplified as
A1 =
p
∑M
i=1 vi√
γ
+
q
β
√∑M
i=1 vi
γ
+2Mp ln
α21
√√√√γ M∑
i=1
vi
+2q ln
β√ γ∑M
i=1 vi
 (4.19)
where A1 ≈ 2C ln(2) + p
(
M − 2 ln∏Mi=1Δi) + q. Since in the uplink and downlink
scenarios, q/p =M , equation (4.19) can be re-expressed as
A1
2q
− ln (α21β) = A2√γ + ln (γ) (4.20)
where A2 =
κ+1
2β
√∑M
i=1 vi. Hence, by expressing γ in terms of a dummy variable T
such that γ = (A2/2)
2T , equation (4.20) simplifies to
A1
4q
+
1
2
ln
(
α21β
)
+ ln
(
A2
2
)
= − 1√
T
+ ln
1√
T
(4.21)
such that
− exp
(
−A1
4q
+
1
2
ln
(
α21β
)
+ ln
(
A2
2
))
= − 1√
T
exp
− 1√
T . (4.22)
Using the real branch of the Lambert W function [101], equation (4.22) can be refor-
mulated as
− 1√
T
=W0 (Q2) (4.23)
where Q2 is expressed in equation (4.17). Hence, the novel high-SE approximation
of the inverse function, f−1(C), used in expressing the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off is
obtained by replacing the dummy variable D with γ ' f˜−1
h
(C) when Mp = q .
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4.2.3 Case of Mp < q
The asymptotic high-SE approximation of the unique positive real root of the (M+1)th
degree polynomial in (3.4) when Mp < q can be expressed from [117] as
d0
∞∼ √γ(β −Mκ). (4.24)
The following is proposed based on the latter result.
Proposition 4.2.3 When Mp < q, the novel high-SE approximation of the inverse
function, f−1(C), used in the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off can be expressed as
f˜−1
h
(C) =
∑M
i=1
1
α2i
2M (Mκ− β)W0 (Q3) (4.25)
where
Q3 = −2−
C
Mp e−1
(
1− Mκ
β
)− β
Mκ

∑M
i=1
1
α2i
(∏M
i=1 α
2
i
)1/M
2M
 , (4.26)
C is the capacity per unit bandwidth (SE), M is the number of RAUs, αi is the average
channel gain between the UT and the ith RAU, W0(x) is the real branch of the Lambert
function [101], κ = p/q, β = 1 in the uplink channel while κ = 1, β = q/p, downlink
channel.
Proof Since the high-SE approximation of the unique positive real root of the (M+1)th
degree polynomial in (3.4) is such that
β
√
γ
d0
= 1+g = ββ−Mκ , it implies that the high-SE
approximation of Sq in (3.6), i.e. S
∞
q , is independent of γ and can be expressed as
S∞q =
q
2
(
−1 + β −Mκ
β
+ 2 ln
(
β
β −Mκ
))
= −Mp
2
− q ln
(
1− Mκ
β
)
. (4.27)
Furthermore, it is seen from (3.5) that the sum of Spi at high-SE can be expressed in
terms of the capacity per unit bandwidth C which simplifies to
M∑
i=1
S∞pi = C ln(2)− S∞q
=
p
2
(
−M + 1
d1
M∑
i=1
1
Δi
+ 2 ln (Δi) + 2M ln (d1)
)
(4.28)
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By defining d˜1 = 2Md1 + 1, hence equation (4.28) can be re-expressed such that
Q3 = −
(
C ln(2)− S∞q
Mp
+
1
2
− 1
M
ln
(
M∏
i=1
Δi
)
+ ln(2M)− ln
(
M∑
i=1
1
Δi
))
= − 1
d˜1 − 1
M∑
i=1
1
Δi
+ ln
(
1
d˜1 − 1
M∑
i=1
1
Δi
)
. (4.29)
Using the real branch of the Lambert W function [101], equation (4.29) can be refor-
mulated as
d˜1 = 1−
∑M
i=1
1
Δi
W0 (Q2)
. (4.30)
Since d˜1 = 2Md1 + 1 and d1 = κα
2
1γw, it can be easily shown that
γ ' f˜−1
h
(C) = −
∑M
i=1 vi
2M (β −Mκ)W0 (Q3) (4.31)
for the scenario where Mp < q in the DMIMO system.
4.2.4 Results and Discussions
The main advantage of the high-SE approximation of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off
over its exact closed-form is that it can be easily evaluated as it does not require any
parameter lookup table for its evaluation.
It can be seen from equations (4.6) (4.16) and (4.25) that the high-SE approximation of
the EE-SE trade-off is dependent on the capacity, C, the number of antennas at the UT
and RAU, i.e. q and p, respectively, the channel gain between the UT and the RAU,
i.e. α2i and the number of active RAU. Furthermore, by using the properties of the
Lambert function, f˜−1
h
(C) increases linearly (log scale) with linear increase in C when
all other variables are fixed in (4.6), (4.16) and (4.25). Consequently, the idealistic EE
decreases linearly (log scale) as C increases. In addition, it can be observed in (4.6),
while Mp > q, that increasing q leads a greater improvement in the diversity gain than
increasing either M or p. Whereas, the contrary is observed in (4.25), where increasing
eitherM or p, whileMp < q, results in a much significant improvement in the diversity
gain as compared with when q is increased. This improvement in diversity gain results
in a reduction in f˜−1
h
(C) and consequently an improvement in the idealistic EE, as it
is depicted in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of a 3-RAUs DMIMO system
obtained via the nearly-exact approach with its high-SE approximations when the UT is at A,
based on the idealistic PCM.
In order to present some numerical results on the high-SE approximation of the DMIMO
EE-SE trade-off, the scenario where only RAU1, RAU2 and RAU7 are active in the
DMIMO architecture of Figure 4.1 is considered, i.e. M = 3 and the UT is assumed to
be positioned at point A which is 0.6R from RAU2 with r = 50m.
In Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the novel high SE approximations of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-
off that have been obtained from Propositions 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for the scenario
where Mp > q, Mp = q and Mp < q, respectively, are compared with the nearly-exact
DMIMO EE-SE trade-off of Section 3.4.1 and the high SE approximation of [36, 119]
for the idealistic PCM. In Figure 4.4, antenna configurations p× q = {3× 1}, {1× 3}
and {2 × 8} which ensure that Mp > q, Mp = q and Mp < q, respectively, are used
to demonstrate the accuracy of the corresponding proposition, since M = 3 in the
uplink of DMIMO system. Furthermore, for the downlink case in Figure 4.5, antenna
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the EE-SE trade-off for the downlink of a 3-RAUs DMIMO system
obtained via the nearly-exact approach with its high-SE approximations when the UT is at A,
based on the idealistic PCM.
configurations p×q = {1×1, 2×2, 2×4, 4×2}, {1×3, 2×6} and {1×20, 2×10, 2×20}
which ensure that Mp > q, Mp = q and Mp < q, respectively, are also used to
demonstrate the accuracy of the corresponding propositions. Note that the high-SE
approximation of [119] has only been plotted for the uplink, since it is by design only
valid for the uplink. The results in Figure 4.4 indicates that even for the uplink scenario
this method is not very accurate, especially when q > p. On the contrary, the novel
high-SE approximations are valid for both uplink and downlink and the results in
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 both indicate their great accuracy for any antenna settings, since
they tightly match the nearly-exact EE results in any case. Moreover, not only are the
novel high-SE approximations very accurate at high SE, but they are also accurate at
mid-SE, i.e. for C > 10 bit/s/Hz in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
In Figure 4.5 the impact of increasing the number of antennas elements at the UT,
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the High-SE approximations of the EE for the uplink of 7-RAUs
DMIMO with the nearly-exact EE when the UT is at position E, based on the idealistic PCM.
i.e. q, and each RAU, i.e. p, on the idealistic EE are also investigated. For the case
where Mp > q, i.e. p × q = {2 × 2, 4 × 2, 2 × 4}, increasing p, has a less significant
impact on improving the idealistic EE as compared with increasing q. As it can be
seen in (4.6), q is dividing C, such that it directly affects the diversity and modify
the slope of the trade-off curves, as it is clearly depicted in Figure 4.5. Whereas p
acts as an EE multiplicative gain, since curves with different p values are parallel to
each other’s. Note that, the contrary is observed for the case where Mp < q, i.e.
p × q = {1 × 20, 2 × 10, 2 × 20}. These results are in line with the insights previously
drawn on equations (4.6) and (4.25).
In order to further demonstrate the accuracy of the novel high-SE approximations of
the DMIMO EE for a larger number of RAUs, the scenario where all the RAUs are
active, i.e. M = 7, each RAU is equipped with one antenna and the UT is positioned
at point E with r = 100m is next considered. In Figures 4.6 and 4.7 the high-SE
approximations of the DMIMO EE obtained from Propositions 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3,
are compared with the nearly-exact EE as a function of the number of UT antennas
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the High-SE approximations of the EE for the downlink of 7-RAUs
DMIMO with the nearly-exact EE when the UT is at position E, based on the idealistic PCM.
and for the idealistic PCM. These results also confirm the tight fitness between the
novel high-SE approximations and the nearly-exact EE in the mid-high SE regime.
4.3 Incremental EE gain of DMIMO
As an application for the novel DMIMO EE-SE trade-off approximations, the impact of
increasing the number of RAUs on the DMIMO EE, i.e. capacity improvement as well
as additional processing and power consumption, is here investigated in the downlink
channel. In that context, the incremental EE gain of the DMIMO system is defined
as the variation of EE when an additional RAU is connected to the UT. This concept
would enable the central unit to decide whenever it is worthy or not to connect to an
extra RAU, based on the EE improvement capability of the extra RAU. Note that the
same type of analysis has been undertaken in [34] but to quantify the capacity variations
of DMIMO instead of the EE variations when extra RAUs are used. Here, the channel
capacity is fixed and the impact of extra RAUs on the total power consumption is
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evaluated. Considering as in [34] that the RAU connection order to the UT is from the
closest RAU to the furthest one, the incremental EE gain can be defined according to
(3.11) as
IGE =
M
M + 1
(
Γf−1M (C) + (Pˉ0/N)
Γf−1M+1 (C) + (Pˉ0/N)
)
(4.32)
where Pˉ0 ≈ pP0d+Pbh(C) since UT receive circuit power, Pcr, is negligible. In addition,
f−1M (C) and f−1M+1 (C) are approximated in (3.12) for the initial DMIMO system and
when an extra RAU is connected to the UT, respectively. For the case where only one
RAU is active, f−11 (C) is obtained from (3.19)
4.3.1 Low and High-SE Approximations of IGE
Since obtaining the exact closed-form expressions for f−1M (C) and f−1M+1 (C) is not
straightforward when the number of RAUs is greater than two, their low and high-SE
approximations given in Propositions 4.1.1 and 4.2.1-4.2.3, respectively, are here ex-
ploited. Consequently, the idealistic incremental EE gain of the DMIMO system (when
considering the idealistic PCM) in the low and high-SE regimes can be approximated
as
IG0E,Id ≈
M
M + 1
∑M+1
i=1 α
2
i∑M
i=1 α
2
i
and
IG∞E,Id ≈
M
M + 1
(
f˜−1h,M (C)
f˜−1h,M+1 (C)
)
, (4.33)
respectively, when Pˉ0 = 0 and Γ = 1 while f˜
−1
h,M (C) and f˜−1h,M+1(C) are the high-SE
approximations of f−1M (C) and f−1M+1 (C). Notice that in the symmetric channel case,
i.e. all α2i are equal, IG
0
E,Id ≈ 1 in (4.33). Furthermore, the maximum value of IG0E,Id
occurs when the links are symmetrical, hence, no EE gain is achieved by having an
additional RAU in the low-SE regime. By using (4.33), the realistic incremental EE
gains of the DMIMO system (when considering the realistic PCM) in the low and
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high-SE regimes when an extra RAU is added to the system are expressed as
IG0E,R = M
 Γf˜−1l,M (C) + (Pˉ0/N)
MΓ
(
f˜−1l,M (C)/IG0E,Id
)
+ (Pˉ0/N)(M + 1)
 and
IG∞E,R = M
 Γf˜−1h,M (C) + (Pˉ0/N)
MΓ
(
f˜−1h,M (C)/IG∞E,Id
)
+ (Pˉ0/N)(M + 1)
 , (4.34)
respectively, where f˜−1l,M (C) is given in (4.2).
4.3.2 Results and Discussions
In order to have a better understanding of the EE behaviour of DMIMO system, this
section presents some results on both the incremental EE gain of DMIMO for both the
idealistic and realistic PCMs. The DMIMO architecture of Figure 4.1 with r = 100 m
and where the UT is moving from point X to Y is considered. The system and power
consumption parameters are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively, while the average
channel gain αi is obtained from the pathloss model given in (3.32). In Figures 4.8
and 4.9, the idealistic and realistic incremental EE gains of DMIMO, respectively, are
evaluated as a function of the normalised distance (0: UT co-located at RAU1 and
1: UT co-located at RAU2), for the antenna configurations p × q = {2 × 1, 2 × 2},
C/q=10−4 and 10 bit/s/Hz. Moreover, only RAUs 1, 2 and 7 can be active and the
connection order to the RAU is from the closest RAU to the furthest one. Notice that
f−1M (C) can be obtained by using the nearly-exact approach of Section 3.4.1 and its low
and high-SE approximations from Propositions 4.1.1 and 4.2.1-4.2.3, respectively.
The result in Figure 4.8 confirms that at low-SE, IG0E,Id= 1 for the symmetric case,
when the number of RAUs connected to the UT increases from 1 to 2. Moreover, the
incremental EE gain is independent on the number of antennas at the UT at low-SE,
which is in line with the insight drawn earlier. Furthermore, increasing the number of
RAUs connected to the UT from one to two is only beneficial in terms of EE when
the average channel gains are fairly equal and when considering the idealistic PCM.
Whereas connecting a third RAU is not beneficial in terms of EE when compared to
the two-RAUs scenario, due to the reduced impact of the macro diversity.
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Figure 4.8: Incremental EE gain of DMIMO in the downlink channel when the UT is moving
from point X to Y and based on the idealistic PCM.
In Figure 4.9, the assumption that the maximum transmit power per RAU does not
exceed 43 dBm is made. The result clearly indicates that when considering the realistic
PCM, no EE gain is achieved by using an additional (more than 1) RAU in the system.
Indeed, the RAU connection order entails that the closest RAU is connected to the UT,
hence the reduction in transmit power as a result of the additional RAU is minimal
except when the channel gain of the two links are fairly equal. However, since other
power consumptions increase linearly as the number of RAUs increase and since this
increase cannot be compensated by transmit power reduction, it implies a loss in EE.
It can also be observed that the incremental EE is nearly constant with the user posi-
tioning at very low-SE. This is due to the fact that P→ 0 as C → 0, and that the part
of the backhauling power depending on the traffic also tends to zero. Consequently,
IG0E,Re ' MM+1 as C → 0.
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Figure 4.9: Incremental EE gain of DMIMO in the downlink channel when the UT is moving
from point X to Y and based on a realistic PCM.
4.4 EE-gain of DMIMO over Co-Located MIMO
The power efficiency gain of the DMIMO system over co-located MIMO (CMIMO)
system where all the antenna elements are separated by a few wavelength has been
demonstrated in [34] while considering the idealistic PCM. In this section, the idealistic
and realistic EE gains of DMIMO system over the CMIMO system is demonstrated in
the downlink channel. In order to evaluate how the DMIMO system compares with the
CMIMO system in terms of EE, the EE gain of DMIMO over CMIMO can be expressed
according to (3.11) and the realistic PCM of [12] as
GE = GId,SE
Γf−11 (CC) + (MpP0d/N)
M
(
Γf−1M (C) + Pˉ0/N
) , (4.35)
where GId,SE=
C
CC is the idealistic SE gain, CC and C are the capacities of the CMIMO
and DMIMO systems, respectively, and f−11 (CC) and f−1M (C) are approximated in (3.19)
and (3.12), respectively. From a PCM perspective, the CMIMO is considered to utilise a
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RRH. This EE gain can result from DMIMO transmit power reduction capability when
both systems are required to achieve the same SE, i.e. C = CC . The idealistic EE gain
due to power reduction, which is denoted by GId,PR, is then simply GId,PR =
f−11 (CC)
Mf−1M (CC)
since GId,SE = 1, while its realistic value, i.e GRe,PR, is simply a ratio of the total
consumed power in the two systems as observed from (4.35).
The EE gain of DMIMO over CMIMO can also be approached via its SE improve-
ment capability when a fixed total transmit power is assumed for both systems, i.e.
Mf−1M (C) = f−11 (CC). Hence, this EE gain is simply equivalent to the SE gain, i.e.
GId,SE in the idealistic setting. Note that the DMIMO system incorporates an addi-
tional backhauling induced power in comparison with the CMIMO system, hence the
realistic EE gain as a result of its SE improvement capability, denoted as GRe,SE , is
always lower than GId,SE , as it can be seen in Figure 4.10.
4.4.1 Results and Discussions
Figure 4.10 compares the DMIMO with CMIMO system in terms of EE for various
normalized UT positions and for the antenna configuration p × q = {2 × 1}, while
using other system setting given in Section 4.3.2. Here it is considered that all RAUs
are active in the DMIMO system, i.e. M = 7, and that all RAUs are co-located at
RAU 1 in the CMIMO case. In the lower-right graph, the SE of both the DMIMO
and CMIMO systems are plotted when the total transmit power is set to 46 dBm. As
it is expected, CMIMO system has a higher SE than DMIMO when the UT is within
its range, since the CMIMO has Mp collocated antennas giving micro-diversity gain.
Whereas, in the DMIMO system, each distributed RAU is equipped with p antennas
and the combination of macro and micro-diversity gains results in a higher SE when the
UT is close to the cell edge (RAU 2). In the upper-left graph, the idealistic and realistic
EE gains of DMIMO system over CMIMO system i.e. GId,SE and GRe,SE , which are
obtained from (4.35) are plotted. As it can be observed, the SE improvement capability
of DMIMO when the UT is in close proximity with RAU 2, results into EE gain. In
line with earlier analysis, the idealistic EE gain as a result of the SE improvement
ability of DMIMO, i.e. GId,SE is always greater than the realistic EE gain, i.e. GRe,SE .
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Figure 4.10: EE gain of DMIMO (M = 7) over CMIMO when the UT is moving from point
X to Y, based on both the idealistic and realistic PCMs in the downlink channel.
Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the EE gain of DMIMO over CMIMO as a result
of power reduction, the novel high-SE approximation from Proposition IV.2-IV.4 are
utilised to plot this EE gain for both the idealistic and realistic PCMs, i.e. G∞Id,PR
and G∞Re,PR, respectively, when the total transmit power of the CMIMO is fixed to
46 dBm and the DMIMO system achieves the same SE as the CMIMO system. The
EE gains, GId,PR and GRe,PR are also plotted based on a numerical search approach
to further demonstrate the accuracy of the novel high-SE approximations. Hereafter,
in the upper-right graph, the total power consumption of the CMIMO and DMIMO
systems when the total transmit power is fixed at 46 dBm is plotted. In addition, the
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total power consumption of the DMIMO system as a result of the EE gains GRe,PR
and G∞Re,PR i.e. DMIMOPR and DMIMO
∞
PR, respectively are also plotted. The results
indicate that a reduction in the total power consumption in the DMIMO system can
be achieved by sacrificing the SE gain of DMIMO while transmitting at a lower power
for cell edge users.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, novel low and high-SE approximations of the EE-SE trade-off for the
generic M -RAUs DMIMO system were derived to accommodate any antenna config-
uration. The accuracy of these approximations were verified with the Monte Carlo
simulation based nearly-exact approach. The low-SE approximation was shown graph-
ically to be accurate in the low SE regime, while on the other hand, the high SE
approximation was shown to be accurate in both the mid and high SE regimes. Next,
the incremental EE gain of DMIMO and the EE gain of DMIMO over CMIMO were
formulated in the downlink channel for both the idealistic and realistic PCMs. Further-
more, low and high SE approximations of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off were utilised
in evaluating the EE gains. In both PCMs, DMIMO was found to be more energy
efficient than CMIMO for cell edge UTs. In terms of the idealistic incremental EE
gain, increasing the number of RAUs connected to the UT from one to two was only
beneficial when the average channel gains are fairly equal. Moreover, an extra RAU
(i.e having the third RAU) was found to be unbeneficial over all channel gains when
compared to the two RAUs scenario due to the reduced impact of diversity on the EE.
Finally, the realistic incremental EE gain indicated that the optimal approach in terms
of EE is to connect the UT to the closest RAU.
Chapter 5
Energy Efficiency-Spectral Efficiency
Trade-Off in the Uplink of CoMP
This chapter investigates the fundamental trade-off between EE and SE in the uplink
of the coordinated multi-point (CoMP) system over the Rayleigh fading channel. An
overview of the background information which is relevant in the evaluation of the EE-
SE trade-off for the CoMP system is first presented. Subsequently a novel and accurate
CFA of the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of the CoMP system with uniformly dis-
tributed user terminals is derived. A tight match between the CoMP’s system EE-SE
trade-off CFA and the nearly-exact approach is established over a wide range of SE
and for both the idealistic and realistic PCMs. Hereafter, the Wyner model of [15] is
presented and the CFA of its EE-SE trade-off is also obtained. Asymptotic approxima-
tions of EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of CoMP are then derived at both the low and
high-SE regimes. The EE-SE trade-off of the non-cooperative system is then presented
and benchmarked with the CoMP EE-SE trade-off. Finally, as an application of the
approximations, the EE gain of the CoMP system over the non-cooperative system is
evaluated.
The main contribution of this chapter is the derivation a novel and very tight CFA of
the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of CoMP system with uniformly distributed UTs
and a perfect backhaul which has been reported in [124,125]. This CFA has also been
79
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Figure 5.1: BS cooperation via wired backhaul.
applied to evaluate the EE-SE trade-off in the uplink of CoMP system with the Wyner
model in [126]. Finally the EE gain of the CoMP system over the conventional system
with no base station cooperation and single user decoding at each base station has also
been derived in [125].
5.1 CoMP System
The CoMP system, which is the generic name for base station (BS) cooperation (also
known as multi-cell joint processing (MCP)), was introduced in [15, 127] as an ap-
proach towards improving the capacity of the cellular networks. In the CoMP system,
all BSs are connected by a high speed delay-less error free channel, such as optical fibre
or microwave link, to a central processor (also referred to as a hyper-receiver) which
jointly processes all the received signal, as it is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Consequently,
the inter-cell interference which limits the capacity in the traditional cellular network
are transformed into information bearing signal in CoMP. Hence, the CoMP system
achieves a high capacity gain in comparison with the traditional cellular network which
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Figure 5.2: BS cooperation converts the uplink cellular channel to a MIMO MAC.
is interference limited. The uplink of the traditional cellular network is an interference
channel, whose capacity region still remains unknown in general [128], even with the
recent studies in [26, 27]. Whenever BS cooperation is implemented, the uplink inter-
ference channel is thus converted into a MIMO multiple access channel (MAC), as it is
illustrated in Figure 5.2. For such a well-known channel, its sum capacity and capacity
region have already been established in literature, i.e. in [17] and [19], respectively.
The channel capacity of the uplink of CoMP is achieved by utilizing an optimal decoding
strategy, which is referred to as successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique, at
the hyper-receiver (central processor); the later has a delay-less link to each of the BSs.
In the SIC strategy, the hyper-receiver receives the aggregate signal and starts the
decoding process by decoding the UT with the highest likelihood to be decoded. The
hyper-receiver can reconstruct this decoded signal and subtract it from the aggregate
signal, thus creating no interference to the subsequent UTs. The next UT signal is also
decoded and its effect as interference on the subsequent aggregate signal also removed
in a similar manner. This iterative process continues until all the UTs are decoded,
with the last decoded UT receiving no interference.
The information theoretic ergodic capacity of the uplink of CoMP system has been
well researched in literature [15,37,100,127], its asymptotic capacity has also been well
investigated [38,114,129,130]. However, its information theoretic EE has received little
attention with most works focusing on its low-SE approximation [100]. As far as the
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EE-SE trade-off in CoMP system is concerned, it has been defined in [100] for the case
of single antenna at all nodes and by considering solely the idealistic PCM. Moreover,
the expression of [100] is based on the linear approximation technique of [1], which is
only accurate in the low-power/SE regime.
5.1.1 System Model
The uplink of a symmetrical CoMP system is here considered where K UTs, which are
uniformly distributed in each cell, transmit signals over Rayleigh fading channels to M
BSs, which fully cooperate to decode these signals. Each UT and each BS is equipped
with q and p antennas, respectively. The received signal at the nth BS is given by
yn[i] =
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
αnmk H
nm
k [i]x
m
k [i] + z
n[i], (5.1)
where i is the time index, xmk [i] is the transmitted vector of the k
th UT in the mth cell,
Hnmk is the MIMO channel matrix between the k
th UT in cell m and the nth BS, zn[i]
is the additive white Gaussian noise at the nth BS with zero mean and variance N . In
addition, the kth UT transmits its signal with a power Pk and, without loss of generality,
it is here assumed that all UTs transmit with equal power, i.e. Pk = P ∀ {k = 1, . . . ,K}.
Moreover, the UTs transmit power is normalised by the noise power N such that
γ = P/N while γˉ , Kγ and γ˜ ,Mγˉ are the per-cell transmit power normalised by the
noise power and the system transmit power normalised by the noise power, respectively.
The interference scaling factors αnmk for the transmission path between the k
th UT of
the mth cell and the nth BS are obtained from the power-law path loss model given as
αnmk =
√
L0
(
1 +
dnmk
D0
)−η
, (5.2)
where dnmk is the distance between the k
th UT of the mth cell and the nth BS, η is the
path loss exponent, L0 is the power loss at a reference distance D0. Omitting the time
index i, the aggregate received signal vector y ∈ CMp×1 can be expressed as
y = H˜x+ z, (5.3)
where x ∈ CKMq×1 is the transmit signal vector and z ∈ CMp×1 being the joint
received noise vector with independent entries of zero-mean complex Gaussian noise.
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The channel matrix can be expressed as
H˜ = ΩV ¯ HV , (5.4)
where HV is a Mp×KMq matrix with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables having zero mean and unit variance, ΩV is aMp×KMq deterministic
distance dependent pathloss matrix and ¯ denotes the Hadamard product. Considering
the multiple antennas at each UT and BS, ΩV = Ω⊗J, where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product, J is a p × q matrix with all its elements equal to one and Ω is a M × KM
matrix given by
Ω =

α11 α12 α13 ∙ ∙ ∙ α1M
α21 α22 α23
...
α33
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
αM1 ∙ ∙ ∙ αMM

, (5.5)
with αnm = [αnm1 ∙ ∙ ∙αnmK ] being a 1×K vector, containing the pathloss factors between
all UTs in the mth cell and a reference BS.
5.1.2 Optimum Joint Decoding Sum Capacity
In uplink of the CoMP system, it is assumed that the hyper-receiver has delay-less ac-
cess to the received signal, UTs’ codebooks and channel state information (CSI), and,
moreover that the UTs do not cooperate. Based on this assumption, the CoMP system
overall channel is a multiple access channel with KM UTs, each with q antennas and a
hyper-receiver with Mp antennas which captures both the macroscopic and the micro-
scopic fading component. Assuming a SIC which is the optimal decoding technique at
the hyper-receiver, the ergodic per-cell sum capacity per unit bandwidth of the uplink
of the CoMP system is given in [100] as
C = f(γˉ) = 1
M
EH˜
{
log2
(
IMp +
γˉ
Kq
H˜H˜†
)}
(5.6)
in bit/s/Hz, when assuming equal power allocation for all users.
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5.1.3 Optimum Joint Decoding Sum Capacity Approximation
The asymptotic per-cell sum capacity of the CoMP system in the uplink channel when
assuming a large number of cooperating BSs with the optimal joint decoding at the
hyper-receiver and no CSI at the UT (equal power allocation for all UTs) is given
according to [118] as
C ≈ lim
M→∞
1
M
I
(
x;y|H˜
)
≈ pν 1
M
H˜H˜†(γ˜/Kq) = Kqν 1
M
H˜†H˜(γ˜/Kq), (5.7)
where νZ(y) is the Shannon transform of the random square Hermitian matrix Z such
that
νZ(y) , E[log(1 + yZ)] =
∫ ∞
0
log(1 + yλ)dFZ(λ), (5.8)
with FZ(λ) being the cumulative function of the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of
Z and y a non-negative real number. Assuming that Ω is an asymptotically circulant
matrix as M →∞, i.e.
Ω =

α11 α12 α13 ∙ ∙ ∙ α1M
α11
...
α11
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
α1M ∙ ∙ ∙ α11

, (5.9)
then the channel matrix H˜ is asymptotically row regular [118, Definition 2.10], and
according to [38, 130], the Shannon transform of the limiting eigenvalue distribution
of 1M H˜
†H˜ converges to the non-random asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of the
Marcˇenko-Pasture law [131] such that
ν 1
M
H˜†H˜
(
Mγˉ
Kq
)
' νMP
(
q(Ω)M
γˉ
κˉ
, κˉ
)
, (5.10)
where q(Ω) =‖ Ω ‖2 /(KM2) and ‖ Ω ‖ is the frobenius norm of the Ω matrix .
Consequently, the asymptotic per-cell SE can be approximated as
C ≈ f˜(γˉ) = Kq
[
log2
(
1+y −F(y, κˉ))+
1
κˉ
log2
(
1 + yκˉ−F(y, κˉ))− log2(e)
yκˉ
F(y, κˉ)
]
,
(5.11)
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where F(y, κˉ) = 14
[√
1 + y(1 +
√
κˉ)2 −
√
1 + y(1−√κˉ)2
]2
and y = ‖Ω‖
2γˉ
KMκˉ . In addi-
tion, κˉ = Kq/p is the ratio of the horizontal to the vertical dimension of H˜.
5.1.4 Power Model for the Uplink of CoMP System
In a realistic CoMP system, the total UT transmit power, KP , is not the only consumed
power. Some other power components must be taken into account such as the UT circuit
power, BS processing and backhaul powers. Adapting the PCMs of [12, 13, 88] to the
uplink of CoMP, the realistic total consumed power per cell can be expressed as
PT = K
(
P
μ
UT
+ qPct
)
+ Psp + ιPbh, (5.12)
where 0 ≤ P ≤ Pmax, Pct and μUT ∈ [0, 1] are the circuit power and amplifier efficiency
of each UT, respectively, while Psp and Pbh denote the BS signal processing power and
additional backhauling induced power for supporting CoMP, respectively. In addition,
the parameter ι is the ratio of the number of backhaul links to the number of BSs [13].
The power Psp is given in [13] by
Psp = pP0u
(
(0.9− v) + 0.1M + vM2) , (5.13)
where P0u is defined in (2.9) as the base value of the power consumed in the uplink
and
(
(0.9− v) + 0.1M + vM2) is the additional processing cost as a result of joint
processing. Note that 10% and v% (where v is between 1 and 10%) of P0u are used
for channel estimation and MIMO processing, respectively. The backhaul power Pbh
is given as Pbh =
Cul
Cbh pb Watts, where Cbh is the capacity of the backhaul link with
dissipation power pb and Cul is the average backhaul requirement per base station. In
the non-cooperative scenario, ι = 0 and Psp = pP0u [61].
5.1.5 EE-SE Trade-Off Formulation
Given that the K UTs of a cell achieve a per-cell sum-rate R (bits/s) by consuming
a power PT (Watts), the EE and the energy consumption index of each cell can be
defined as CJ = RPT in terms of the bit-per-joule capacity and as Eb =
PT
R in terms
of the energy-per-bit, respectively, as it has been explained in Chapter 2. Note that
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PT = KP when assuming the idealistic power model [1, 7]. Relying on (2.18), and the
total consumed power expression of (5.12), the uplink of CoMP EE-SE trade-off can
be generalized as
CJ = S
N0
[
f−1(C)
μ
UT
+
qKPct + bPsp + ιPbh(C)
N
]−1
(5.14)
5.2 Closed-Form Approximation of the EE-SE Trade-Off
As previously explained in Chapter 3, the EE-SE trade-off expressions of the CoMP
system given in (5.14) require the knowledge of f−1(C), which is not straightforward
to obtain from (5.6). Instead, approximating f−1(C) can turn out to be an effective
solution for formulating the EE-SE trade-off of CoMP in closed-form.
The asymptotic per-cell sum capacity expression given in (5.11) does not meet the
purpose of formulating the CFA of the EE-SE trade-off. It can however be reformulated
such that a CFA of the uplink of CoMP EE-SE trade-off be easily obtained, as it is
shown in the following lemma,
Lemma 5.2.1 By using a cunning change of variables the asymptotic per-cell sum ca-
pacity given in (5.11) can be re-expressed in the form of the MIMO asymptotic capacity
given in [132] as
f˜(γˉ) = Kq
[
κ log2
(
κ
wq0
)
+ log2
(
1
wr0
)
− q0r0log2(e)
]
, (5.15)
where q0 and r0 are expressed as in (E.41) of [132] as
q0 ,
κ− 1− w2 +√(κ− 1− w2)2 + 4w2κ
2w
and
r0 ,
1− κ− w2 +√(1− κ− w2)2 + 4w2
2w
, (5.16)
respectively, w = 1/
√
y/κ and κ = 1κˉ .
Proof Let κ = 1/κˉ, hence (5.11) can be re-expressed as
f˜(γˉ) = Kq
[
log2
(
1+y −F(y, 1/κ))
+ κ log2
(
1 +
y
κ
−F(y, 1/κ))− F(y, 1/κ)y
κ
]
.
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Note that F(y, 1/κ) = 1+y+y/κ−v2 , where v =
√
1 + 2y(1 + 1κ) + y
2(1− 1κ)2. The ex-
pression (1 + y −F(y, 1/κ)) in (5.17) can be simplified as
1 + y −F(y, 1/κ) = κ+ yκ− y +
√
κ2 + 2yκ(κ+ 1) + y2(κ− 1)2
2κ
, (5.17)
which can be further simplified as
1 + y −F(y, 1/κ) = w
2 + κ− 1 +√w4 + 2w2(κ+ 1) + (κ− 1)2
2w2
, (5.18)
by substituting w = 1/
√
y/κ . By multiplying both the numerator and denominator
of (5.18) with −w2 − κ+ 1 +√w4 + 2w2(κ+ 1) + (κ− 1)2, it is obtained that
1 + y −F(y, 1/κ) = 2
1− κ− w2 +√(1− κ− w2)2 + 4w2 . (5.19)
Observe that 1 + y − F(y, 1/κ) is equivalent to 1wr0 given in (5.15). Similarly, by
following the same approach as with 1 + y −F(y, 1/κ), it is observed that
1 +
y
κ
−F(y, 1/κ) = 2κ
κ− 1− w2 +√(κ− 1− w2)2 + 4w2κ, (5.20)
which is equivalent to κwq0 . Lastly, by expanding
F(y,1/κ)
y
κˉ
and substituting for w =
1/
√
y/κ it can be shown that
F(y, 1/κ)
y
κ
=
w2 + κ+ 1−√w4 + 2w2(κ+ 1) + (κ− 1)2
2
, (5.21)
which is also equivalent to q0r0. Hence, the asymptotic per-cell sum capacity of the
uplink of CoMP with uniformly distributed UTs given in equation (5.11) can be ex-
pressed in the asymptotic capacity of the MIMO channel of [132] which is expressed as
(5.15).
Theorem 5.2.2 An accurate CFA of the inverse function, f−1(C), used in evaluating
the EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of the CoMP system over the Rayleigh fading channel
can be expressed as
f˜−1(C) =
κˉ
([
1+ 1
W0(gq(C))
] [
1+ 1
W0(gp(C))
]
−1
)
2θ(Ω)M(1 + κˉ)
(5.22)
where κˉ = Kqp , gq (C) , −2
−
(C+h(C)
2Kq
+1
)
e−
1
2 , gp (C) , −2−
(C−h(C)
2p
+1
)
e−
1
2 , θ(Ω) = ‖Ω‖
2
KM2
and W0 (x) is the real branch of the Lambert function [101]. In addition, the function
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h (C) is expressed as
h (C) =
ζτ log2
(
1− η0
[
1− cosh
(C loge(2)
τη2
)η1])
0.5< κˉ < 2
ζ
[
C − τη1 log2
(
2
1+e
−2C loge(2)
τη1
)]
κˉ ≤ 0.5 or κˉ ≥ 2
(5.23)
where τ = min (Kq, p) , ζ = −sgn (ln (κˉ)) and sgn(x) , −1, 0 or 1 if x < 0, x = 0 or
x > 0 such that h(x) = 0 when κˉ = 1. Note that the values of the parameters η0, η1
and η2 can be obtained from Table 3.1 (where the values for κˉ , κ in Table 3.1 ).
Proof By defining d1 = q0/w and g = r0/w in (5.15), then, the terms κ log2
(
κ
wq0
)
+
log2
(
1
wr0
)
and q0r0 transforms as ln(1+d1)+ln(1+g) and
1
2− 12(1+d1)+ κˉ
(
1
2 − 12(1+g)
)
.
Thus, equation (5.15) can be re-expressed as
C = 1
ln(2)
(Sq + Sp) , (5.24)
where Sq and Sp are given by
Sq =
Kq
2
(
−1 + 1
1 + d1
+ 2 ln (1 + d1)
)
and
Sp =
p
2
(
−1 + 1
1 + g
+ 2 ln (1 + g)
)
, (5.25)
respectively. Notice that the expressions in (5.25) are somehow related to the ones that
has been discussed in the 1-RAU case (point-point MIMO) in (3.6). Thus the EE-SE
trade-off CFA of the uplink of CoMP can be obtained by using the same approach that
has been proposed in Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 3. Given that dˉ1 = 2d1+1 and gˉ = 2g+1,
The first equation in (5.25) is equivalent to −
(
Sq
Kq +$
)
= − [1 + dˉ1]−1 + ln(1 + dˉ1),
where $ = 12 + ln (2), hence
− exp
(
−
(
Sq
Kq
+$
))
= − 1
1 + dˉ1
exp
(
− 1
1 + dˉ1
)
, (5.26)
which can be re-formulated by using the Lambert W function [101] as
− 1
1 + dˉ1
= W0(gq(C))
dˉ1 = −
[
1 +
1
W0(gq(C))
]
, (5.27)
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where gq(C) = − exp(−( SqKq +$)). Similarly, gˉ = −
[
1 + 1
W0(gp(C))
]
. Furthermore dˉ1gˉ
simplifies as
dˉ1gˉ = 1 + 2
θ(Ω)Mγˉ
κˉ
(1 + κˉ) . (5.28)
Hence, the following result is obtained
f˜−1(C) =
κˉ
{(
1+
[
W0
(
−e−(
Sq
Kq
+$)
)]−1)(
1+
[
W0
(
−e−(
Sp
p
+$)
)]−1)
−1
}
2θ(Ω)M(1 + κˉ)
. (5.29)
According to (5.29), the problem of finding an explicit formulation for the inverse
function, f−1(C), for the uplink of the CoMP system as given in (5.22) boils down to
expressing both Sq and Sp as a function of C in (5.29) as in the MIMO case. Since
C ≈ f˜ (γˉ) = (Sq + Sp) / ln (2) according to (5.24) and the parametric function that
defines Sp − Sq as a function of C can be formulated by using the heuristic curve
fitting method defined for the MIMO case given in (3.22). The difference between Sp
and Sq can be re-expressed as Sp − Sq ≈ ln (2)h (C), where h (C) is given in (5.23).
Consequently, since Sp + Sq ≈ C ln (2), Sq and Sp can be approximated as follows
Sq (C) ≈ ln (2) [C + h (C)] /2, and
Sp (C) ≈ ln (2) [C − h (C)] /2. (5.30)
Lastly, the inverse function, f˜−1(C), of (5.22) is formulated by inserting (5.30) in (5.29).
Case of κˉ = 1
A scenario of particular interest occurs when κˉ = 1, i.e Kq = p, hence the expression
given in (5.22) simplifies to
f˜−1(C) = 1
4θ(Ω)M
{(
1+
[
W0
(
−2−( C2Kq+1)e− 12
)]−1)2 −1}, (5.31)
since Sq = Sp ≈ C ln (2) /2 in this case.
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Figure 5.3: Circular Wyner Model.
5.2.1 EE-SE Trade-off for Wyner Cellular Model
The Wyner cellular model was proposed in [15] as an insightful approach for investi-
gating the impact of inter-cell interference by assuming that the signals of the K UTs
in each cell are received by only their own BS and the adjacent BSs. Furthermore, the
pathloss factor which represents the average channel gain between the UTs and serving
BS is equal to 1 while a single parameter α ∈ [0, 1], represents the average channel
gain to the adjacent cell, as it is illustrated for the circular Wyner model in Figure 5.3.
Hence, the pathloss matrix Ω given in (5.5) can be re-expressed as
Ω =

1K α1K α1K
α1K 1K α1K
. . .
. . .
. . .
α1K 1K α1K
α1K α1K 1K

(5.32)
for the circular form of the Wyner model [127], where 1K is a 1 × K vector with all
its element equal to one. Somekh and Shamai in [37] analysed the Wyner channel
model with fading when a hyper-receiver is employed to optimally jointly decode all
user signals. Furthermore, it has been shown in [133] that the average per-cell SE of
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the linear Wyner model converges, as the number of cooperating BSs M increases, to
the SE of the circular array model.
For the circular Wyner array with Rayleigh fading the variance profile of the pathloss
matrix Ω in (5.32) is block-circulant and doubly regular [118, Definition 2.10] since for
every row i and column j
1
MK
MK∑
l=1
Ωi,l =
1
M
M∑
l=1
Ωl,j . (5.33)
Hence, H˜ is asymptotically doubly regular in the circular Wyner model [133] and
the Shannon transform of the limiting eigenvalue distribution of 1M H˜
†H˜ converges to
the non-random asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of the Marcˇenko-Pasture law [131].
Furthermore, the asymptotic per-cell SE, which is based on the optimal joint decoding
scheme (SIC) at the hyper-receiver, can be approximated as in equation (5.11) where
y = γˉ(1+2α
2)
κˉ for the circular Wyner model.
Consequently, by following the same approach in Section 5.2, the CFA of the inverse
function, f−1(C), which is utilised in evaluating the EE-SE trade-off of the Wyner
model in the uplink Rayleigh fading channel, can be expressed as follows
f˜−1(C) =
κˉ
([
1+ 1
W0(gq(C))
] [
1+ 1
W0(gp(C))
]
−1
)
2 (1 + 2α2) (1 + κˉ)
(5.34)
where the parameter gq (C) and gp (C) are defined in Theorem 5.2.2. Equation (5.34)
simplifies into
f˜−1(C) = κˉ
4(1 + 2α2)
((
1+
[
W0
(
−2−( C2Kq+1)e− 12
)]−1)2 − 1) (5.35)
for the special case where κˉ = 1, i.e. Kq = p.
For the case where the number of UTs per-cell is large, Somekh in [37] utilized the
strong law of large numbers to show that H˜H˜† converges to a diagonal matrix, when
the UTs and the BSs are equipped with single antenna. By using the same law for the
multiple antenna case, H˜H˜† converges to γˉ
(
1 + 2α2
)
IM×p as K increases such that
the per-cell sum capacity can be expressed as follows
C ≈ lim
K→∞
f˜ (γˉ) = p log2
(
1 + γˉ
(
1 + 2α2
))
. (5.36)
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Consequently, the inverse function, f˜−1(C) in (5.34) and (5.35) can be easily re-formulated
as
lim
K→∞
f˜−1(C) = 1
1 + 2α2
(
e
C ln(2)
p − 1
)
, (5.37)
when K goes to infinity. Note that the formulation presented for the Wyner lin-
ear/Circular model in this section are also applicable to the Wyner planar cellular
array of [15].
5.2.2 Nearly exact EE-SE Trade-Off
As in Section 3.4.1, the total intra-cell SNR γˉ = f−1(C) can be easily obtained for a
given C by using a linear search algorithm on (5.6) such that the target C differ from
the actual C by less than 10−5 bit/s/Hz. Then the nearly-exact EE is plotted as a
function of the per-cell SE C by inserting f−1(C) and S = C in (2.17) and (5.14) for the
idealistic and realistic PCMs, respectively.
5.2.3 Results and Discussions
This section first presents some results on the EE-SE trade-off of the circular Wyner
model in the uplink over a Rayleigh fading channel. In Figure 5.4, the trade-off between
EE and SE is depicted by inserting (5.34) into (5.14) for various antenna combinations,
α = 0.4, W/N = 1, ι = Pct = Psp = 0 and μUT = 1 for the idealistic PCM. Results
demonstrate that the novel CFA of the EE-SE trade-off for the circular Wyner model
is very accurate since it closely matches the nearly-exact results, whereas the low-SE
approximation approach of [1] is only valid for the low-SE regime. Increasing the
number of antennas at the UT or BS nodes results in an increase of both the EE and
SE of the system since the slope of the trade-off curve becomes less steep in this case,
as it is confirmed later by the high-SE approximation of the EE in (5.44). Meanwhile,
Figure 5.5 demonstrates that the asymptotic approximation of the Wyner model EE
for large K given in equation (5.37) becomes accurate as the number of UTs K becomes
large.
Next, this section presents numerical results on the EE-SE trade-off of the CoMP system
with uniformly distributed UTs based on both the idealistic and realistic PCMs. The
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the CFA in (5.34) with the nearly-exact and low-SE approximation
in [1] for the Wyner model, when K = 1, α = 0.4,W/N = 1, based on the idealistic PCM.
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Table 5.1: CoMP Realistic Power Model Parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value (units)
Receive part of Macro BS P0 P0u 27.6 W
UT transmit circuit power Pct 0.1 W
UT power amplifier efficiency μUT 100 %
Ratio of number of backhaul link to M ι 1
Backhaul capacity Cbh 100 Mbit/s
max Power dissipation RF link pb 50W
MIMO processing % of P0u v 3%
Table 5.2: CoMP System Parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value (units)
Reference distance D0 1 m
Reference pathloss value L0 34.5 dB
Pathloss exponent η 3.5
max UT Transmit Power Pmax 27 dBm
Thermal noise density N0 −169 dBm/Hz
Channel bandwidth W 10 MHz
realistic PCM parameters are given in Table 5.1 while ι = Pct = Psp = 0 and ς = 1 in
the idealistic PCM. An inter-site distance (ISD) of 1 km between BSs, K = 50 uniformly
distributed UTs within each cell, M = 10 and the system parameters of Table 5.2 are
assumed. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 compares the novel CFA in equation (5.22) with the
low-SE approximation approach of [100] and the nearly-exact EE obtained from (5.6)
according to both the idealistic and realistic PCMs, respectively. Results in both figures
show the tight fitness between the EE-SE trade-off novel CFA in (5.22) and the nearly-
exact EE for various antenna and BS settings, which in turn graphically demonstrates
the high accuracy of the novel CFA. Whereas, it can be observed in Figure 5.6 that the
low-power approximation approach of [100] is mainly accurate in the low-SE regime. As
compared with the idealistic scenario where not transmitting is the optimal approach
in terms of EE, in the realistic case of Figure 5.7, there exists an optimal transmit
power that maximizes the EE.
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5.3 Asymptotic Approximation of the EE-SE Trade-Off
of CoMP
5.3.1 Low-SE Approximation
The result that has been obtained in the previous section on the idealistic EE indicates
that the low-SE regime is the energy efficient regime in the CoMP system, which is
similar to the observation made about the DMIMO system in Chapter 4. The EE-SE
trade-off for the CoMP system in the low-SE regime can be expressed from [1, eq. (30)
and (206)] as
f−1
l
(C)C→0 = KMqC ln (2)
E
(
tr
[
H˜†H˜
]) (5.38)
in the uplink channel. However, E
(
tr
[
H˜†H˜
])
cannot be easily evaluated and, hence,
one can resort to evaluating this trade-off at low-SE by assuming that C → 0 in the
CFA of (5.22) as in the following proposition
Proposition 5.3.1 In the low-SE, regime, C → 0, such that the inverse function,
f−1(C), which is utilised in obtaining the EE-SE trade-off expression of the CoMP
system over the Rayleigh fading channel is given by
f˜−1
l
(C) = C ln (2)
θ(Ω)Mp
(5.39)
in the uplink channel, where C is the per-cell sum capacity per unit bandwith (SE), M
is the number of BSs, p is the number of antenna at the BSs and θ(Ω) = ‖Ω‖
2
KM2
.
Proof Assuming that C ∼ 0 then gq (C) 0∼ −2−
(
C
2Kq
+1
)
e−
1
2 , which simplifies as
−12
(
1− C ln(2)Kq
)
×e− 12
(
1−C ln(2)
Kq
)
, and in turn is equivalent to
W0(gq(C)) 0∼ −1
2
(
1− C ln (2)
Kq
)
. (5.40)
Similarly,
W0(gp(C)) 0∼ −1
2
(
1− C ln (2)
p
)
. (5.41)
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Verdu’s low-SE approximation of [1] with the novel low-SE approx-
imation in (5.39) when M = 10,K = 50, q = 1 and ISD = 1 km.
Consequently, the low-SE approximation of the EE-SE trade-off of CoMP can be ob-
tained by inserting (5.40) and (5.41) into (5.22) when C ∼ 0 as
f˜−1
l
(C) = κˉC ln (2) (p+Kq)
θ(Ω)M (1 + κˉ)Kq
, (5.42)
which finally simplifies as the expression in (5.39).
In order to verify the accuracy of the low-SE approximation of the EE for CoMP system
given in (5.39), the CoMP system architecture described in Section 5.2.3 is considered.
In this direction, Figure 5.8 depicts the EE of the CoMP system versus the number
of BS antenna elements p. As it can be seen, the CFA in (5.39) tightly matches with
Verdu’s low-SE approximation of the EE-SE trade-off in [1] and for various number of
antennas at the BS. Furthermore, increasing the number of antenna element at the BS
leads to an improvement in the EE while increasing the number of antenna element at
the UT does not have any effect on the EE since (5.39) is only dependent on p at low
SE when an idealistic PCM is considered.
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5.3.2 High-SE Approximation
The high-SNR approximation for the uplink of CoMP per-cell sum capacity, i.e. (5.11),
can be expressed from [118, p.133] as follows
lim
γ→∞
C ln(2)
p
≈ f˜
h
(γˉ) =

ln
(‖Ω‖2γˉ
KM
)
− (κˉ− 1) ln (1− 1κˉ)− 1, κˉ > 1
ln
(‖Ω‖2γˉ
KM
)
− 1 κˉ = 1
κˉ ln
(‖Ω‖2γˉ
κˉKM
)
− (1− κˉ) ln (1− κˉ)− κˉ, κˉ < 1
, (5.43)
since the CoMP system considered in this work involves full cooperation of all BS which
results in a MAC for the uplink. Consequently, increasing the transmit power, i.e. SNR
(γ), of each node, which in turn means an increase in the per cell SNR i.e. γˉ, results in
an improvement of the SE in (5.6) and the high-SNR regime is thus equivalent to the
high-SE regime. Therefore, by using the high SNR approximation of the SE in (5.43),
the inverse function, f−1(C), at the high-SE regime can be expressed as
f˜−1
h
(C) =

KM
‖Ω‖2 e
(C ln(2)
p
+1
) (
1− 1κˉ
)κˉ−1
, κˉ > 1
KM
‖Ω‖2 e
(C ln(2)
p
+1
)
κˉ = 1
KM
‖Ω‖2 e
(C ln(2)
Kq
+1
)
κˉ (1− κˉ) 1κˉ−1 , κˉ < 1
. (5.44)
Consequently by substituting (5.44) into (5.14), it can be seen that for a fixed antenna
configuration, the EE reduces exponentially as the SE increases at high SE when the
idealistic PCM is considered. Furthermore, for a fixed SE, the idealistic EE increases
when either Kq or p is increase, however, it is mainly dependent on the min (Kq, p).
5.3.3 Large κˉ Analysis
The asymptotic high-SE approximation of the per-cell sum capacity for the case where
κˉ > 1 has been given earlier in (5.43). Furthermore, by using limκˉ→∞
(
1 + 1κˉ
)κˉ
= e1,
the high-SE approximation in (5.43) can be further simplified as
lim
γ,κˉ→∞
C ln(2)
p
≈ lim
κˉ→∞ f˜h (γˉ) = ln
(‖ Ω ‖2 γˉ
KM
)
(5.45)
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Figure 5.9: Per-cell EE as a function of number of BS antenna p forM →∞ and forM, κˉ→∞,
with C = 20, 30 bit/s/Hz. Parameters q = 1,K = 20, ISD = 1 km and an idealistic PCM.
such that the explicit solution of f˜−1
h
(C) for large values of κˉ can be expressed as
lim
κˉ→∞ f˜
−1
h
(C) = KM‖ Ω ‖2 e
(C ln(2)
p
)
(5.46)
According to figure 5.9, when the number of UTs is large, the idealistic EE increases
exponentially with the number of BS antennas, p, for the idealistic PCM and the range
of considered parameters. The solid line is obtained from equation (5.22), while the
dots is obtained from equation (5.46). There exists a tight match between the two
curves while Kq À p, but they start diverging as Kq → p.
However, incorporating multiple antennas at the UT does not improve the idealistic
EE, since equation (5.46) is independent of the number of UT antennas. This can easily
be explained by an earlier insight that the EE is mainly dependent on the min(Kq, p).
When κˉ is large, hence Kq À p and, thus, the idealistic EE is proportional to p.
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5.4 EE of Non-Cooperative System
In the traditional cellular system, BSs do not cooperate and they can only decode
users signals in their respective cells. Obtaining a generic closed-form expression of the
EE-SE trade-off for this scenario is not feasible, hence its per-cell EE, CJnc is simply
obtained as a ratio of the average per-cell sum capacity, i.e Csud to the total power
consumed in the cell, i.e.
CJnc =
Csud
PT
(5.47)
where PT is defined earlier (5.12) with ι = 0 and Psp = p.psp in this case [61]. In
the non-cooperative case, a single user decoding (SUD) scheme is assumed at each of
the BSs. In the SUD scheme, only a single user is decoded and all other interfering
UT signals are treated as noise. This scheme is commonly employed as a result of its
low complexity and, hence, it is more practical than the joint decoding scheme in the
CoMP scheme (BS cooperation). The per-cell sum capacity of cell n with SUD scheme
can be approximated from the asymptotic link capacity of a UT, i.e. UT k in cell n
with MK − 1 interferer given in [134] as
Cnsud(j) ≈ t log2
(
1 +
γ
κ
αnk
2η1
)
+ t
M∑
m=1
K∑
j=1
j 6=k/m=n
log2
(
1 + γκα
m
j
2η1
1 + γκα
m
j
2η2
)
+ r log2
(
η2
η1
)
+ r (η1 − η2) log
(
e1
)
,
(5.48)
where η1 and η2 satisfies the following equations
η1 +
M∑
m=1
K∑
j=1
γαmj
2η1
1 +
γαmj
2η1
κ
= 1
η2 +
M∑
m=1
K∑
j=1
j 6=k/m=n
γαmj
2η2
1 +
γαmj
2η2
κ
= 1,
(5.49)
respectively. Hence, using the above result, the average per-cell sum capacity can be
expressed as
Csud =
1
M
M∑
m=1
K∑
j=1
Cmsud(j) (5.50)
in the non-cooperative scheme with the SUD scheme at each BS.
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5.5 EE gain of CoMP over non-Cooperation
The EE gain of CoMP over the non-cooperative system, i.e. GE , is here defined for
evaluating how CoMP compares with the conventional non-cooperative approach in
terms of EE. The main difference between the two schemes is that the CoMP scheme
involves cooperation of BSs and joint decoding of all users’ signal whereas, in the
non-cooperative system, each BS decodes users’ in their respective cell via single user
decoding (SUD) without cooperation of BSs. Moreover, an additional cost is required
in the CoMP scheme since all UTs signal are processed at a centralized location. As
discussed earlier in Section 5.1, the main advantage of the CoMP scheme over the
conventional non-cooperative scheme is its capacity improvement ability, which can
however be traded off to achieve power efficiency by transmitting at a lower power.
Hence, the EE gain can result from a decrease in consumed power, GEC , or an increase
in SE, GEP , as it is explained below.
5.5.1 EE gain via Power Reduction
Definition The EE gain (GEC) is the ratio of the total power consumed by the non-
cooperative system to that of CoMP when both systems achieve the same SE, i.e. C,
and are affected by the same level of noise at their receivers.
Based on this definition and (5.14), GEC can be expressed as
GEC =
f−1nc (C)
ς +
qKPct+Pncsp
N
f−1bc (C)
ς +
qKPct+Psp+ιPbh(C)
N
, (5.51)
where the function f−1bc (C) is obtained from the CFA in (5.22) while f−1nc (C) can be
obtained numerically from the closed-form expression of the SE for the non-cooperative
scheme given in equations (5.48) and (5.50). In the low-SE regime, GEC can be sim-
plified into the expression given later in (5.53), when ι = Pct = Psp = P
nc
sp = 0 and
an orthogonal multiple access scheme is implemented within each cell. The overall
maximum transmit power for K UTs when ς = 1, KPmax has an order of magni-
tude of K/2 Watts, whereas Pncsp ' 27.6p Watts, according to Table 5.1. Thus if
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K ¿ 50p, f−1nc ¿ qKPct+P
nc
sp
N as well as f
−1
bc ¿ qKPc+Psp+ιPbh(C)N and GEC would sim-
plify as
qKPct+Pncsp
qKPct+Psp+ιPbh(C) . Since (Psp + ιPbh(C)) > Pncsp , it implies that CoMP is surely
less EE than non-cooperation for such range of K values. Consequently, the EE gain
due to an increase in SE when using CoMP is investigated in the next section.
5.5.2 EE gain via Capacity Improvement
Definition The EE gain (GEP ) is the ratio of the EE of CoMP to that of the non-
cooperative system when the UTs transmit at the same power and both systems expe-
rience the same level of noise at the receiver.
GEP = GEP,Th
KP+ς(qKPct + P
nc
sp )
KP + ς (qKPct + Psp + ιPbh(C)) , (5.52)
where GEP,Th = Rbc/Rnc is the idealistic SE gain, Rbc and Rnc, are the achievable
per-cell sum-rate of CoMP and non-cooperative systems, respectively.
In order to get insights into this ratio and to establish the range of C values for which
CoMP is energy efficient, the low and high-SE approximations of GEP is derived while
assuming an orthogonal multiple access scheme such as TDMA within each cell.
Low-SE Approximation of GEP,Th
From the low-SE approximation of the inverse function, f−1(C), of the CoMP system
given in (5.39) and that of the non-cooperative system with orthogonal multiple access
scheme given in (32) of [134], the low-SE approximation of GEP,Th is given by
G0EP,Th ≈
Mθ(Ω)∣∣αnk ∣∣2 . (5.53)
Proof In the CoMP scheme, the low SE approximation for f−1bc (C) in (5.51) has been
defined in (5.39), which implies that the achievable rate can be expressed as
R0c ≈
Wθ(Ω)Mpf−1(C)
ln (2)
. (5.54)
In the non-cooperative case, when considering that each BS performs SUD, i.e. M − 1
interfering signals, since K = 1 in when an orthogonal scheme is implemented within
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the cell, the low-SE approximation of the achievable rate is obtained from (32) of [134]
as
R0nc≈Wplog2(e)
(
|αnk |2P
N
)2
N+
∑
m 6=n
|αmk |2P
|αk|2 P
−A
 , (5.55)
where A = 12
(
1 + 1κˉ
)
. The idealistic EE gain G0EP,Th is such that G
0
EP,Th =
R0c
R0nc
.
Dividing (5.54) by (5.55), we obtain that
G0EP,Th =
NMθ(Ω)∣∣αnk ∣∣2
N+∑
m 6=n
|αmk |2 P−|αnk |2PA
 . (5.56)
Finally, since the low-SE regime corresponds to the low-power regime, it implies that
P → 0 at low-SE and (5.53) has been derived by solving limP→0G0EP,Th.
High-SE Approximation of GEP,Th
The asymptotic approximation of GEP,Th based on the high-SE approximation of the
capacity of the symmetrical CoMP and non-cooperative systems in [134] can be ex-
pressed as
G∞EP,Th ≈

log2(Mθ(Ω)γˉ)
log2
1+ |αnk |2∑
m 6=n|αmk |2
 κˉ→∞
log2
(Mθ(Ω)γˉ)
κˉ
log2
|αnk |2γˉ
κˉ
1
κˉ →∞.
(5.57)
By inserting (5.53) and (5.57) into (5.52), the lower and upper limits of GEP , i.e G
0
EP
and G∞EP , respectively, are obtained. It can be observed that at low SE, G
0
EP,Th ≥ 1 ∀κˉ,
while at high SE, for κˉ→∞, and 1/κˉ→∞, the asymptotic G∞EP,Th ≥ 1. This clearly
confirms that CoMP can be more energy efficient than non-cooperative system because
of the extra SE it generates.
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Figure 5.10: Energy efficiency gain of BS cooperation over the non-cooperative approach as a
function of UT position for M = 3, 7, ISD = 1 km and a 2× 1 antenna configuration.
5.5.3 Results and Discussions
The results presented in this section considers a scenario in which only one UT is active
per-cell at every time due to the use of an orthogonal multiple access scheme within the
cell, which represents the worst case scenario for the CoMP system. The realistic PCM
parameters are given in Table 5.1 while ι = Pct = Psp = 0 and μUT = 1 in the idealistic
PCM. An inter-site distance (ISD) of 1 km between BSs, M = 10 and the system
parameters of Table 5.2 are assumed. Furthermore, the relative distance between each
UT and its serving BS, denoted rdUT-BS, is always greater than 0.05 (rdUT-BS = 0/1:
UT collocated with BS / UT at cell edge, respectively). Figure 5.10 compares GEC and
GEP for both PCMs. This figure indicates that when the idealistic PCM is considered
CoMP is always more energy efficient than the non-cooperative system, and a higher
gain is achieved via reduction in power consumption. Whereas, for the realistic PCM,
CoMP’s EE gain is achieved for cell edge, i.e. 0.8 ≤ rdUT−BS ≤ 1, and small number
of cooperating BSs, i.e. M = 3, and only through its SE improvement capability. In
addition, Figure 5.10 shows that no EE gain can be achieved via power reduction in the
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Figure 5.11: EE gain of BS cooperation over the non-cooperative system against antenna
configuration ratio κˉ for ISD = 1 km, various UT position and an idealistic PCM.
realistic PCM and, hence, the next results focus on the EE gain due to SE improvement,
GEP .
Figure 5.11 is a plot of GEP,Th as a function of κˉ and the relative UT distance to
its serving BS rdUT−BS . Results show that GEP,Th increases sharply for values of κˉ
between 0 − 1 regardless of the UT position. Indeed, from [134] an increase of κˉ from
0 to 1 results in a sharp increase in SE for the uplink of CoMP system; whereas in
the non-cooperative case, the SE increases modestly for values of κˉ which are far lower
than 1 depending on the strength of the inter-cell interference at the BS. In addition,
the approximations of GEP,Th at κˉ→∞ and 1/κˉ→∞ in (5.57) are tight.
In Figure 5.12, UTs are placed at cell edge (rdUT−BS = 0.95) and GEP is plotted
by considering the realistic PCM for various numbers of cooperating BSs and antenna
configurations. It can be observed that reducing κˉ from κˉ = 1 in (2× 2) to κˉ = 23 , in
(3 × 2) results in a decrease in GEP since increasing p is beneficial in terms of SE for
the non-cooperative system, whereas CoMP performance is only slightly increased. In
addition, increasing κˉ from κˉ = 1 in (2 × 2) to κˉ = 32 in (2 × 3) leads to an increase
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Figure 5.12: Realistic EE gain against the inter-site distance for various antenna configurations
and cooperating BSs.
in GEP since no improvement in SE is achieved by the non-cooperative system when
increasing κˉ beyond 1, whereas CoMP performance increases. The results also show
that for large ISD, which corresponds to low received power at the BS, the realistic
GEP performance converges to its lower limit G
0
EP . Furthermore, as it is also indicated
in Figure 5.10, increasing the number of cooperating BSs leads to a reduction in the
EE gain as a result of the sharp increase in both the backhaul and processing powers
of CoMP, whereas, the SE increases marginally especially for M > 3 in the circular
cellular grid layout.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the fundamental trade-off between the EE and SE for the uplink of
the CoMP system was investigated in the presence of MIMO Rayleigh fading channel
and uniformly distributed UTs. In this direction, a novel and accurate CFA of the
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EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of CoMP was derived by considering the idealistic and
realistic PCMs. The accuracy of the CFA was first demonstrated graphically for various
antenna configurations, numbers of cooperating BSs and a wider range of SE values
than Verdu’s low-SE approximation of [1]. Next, asymptotic approximations of the
CoMP’s EE have been derived for the low-SE and high-SE regimes. It has been shown
that at low SE, the EE grows linearly with the number of antenna elements at the BS
and is independent of the number of antenna elements at the UT when the idealistic
PCM is considered. A similar result is observed at high SE when a fairly large number
of UTs is located in each cell, however, the dependance of the idealistic EE on the
number of antennas at the BS in this case is exponential.
The CFAs were then used to investigate the EE gain of CoMP over the non-cooperative
system. The main findings can be summarized as follows: in the idealistic PCM, EE
gain can be achieved by both power reduction and SE improvement when using CoMP
and higher gains are obtained by power reduction. In a realistic PCM, the contrary
happens and, hence, increasing the EE in the uplink of CoMP must be approached via
SE improvement. CoMP is more energy efficient than non-cooperative system for cell
edge communication, large κˉ and small cell deployment. Finally, in the realistic PCM,
there exists an optimal SE value that maximizes the EE of CoMP system for any given
antenna and node settings.
Chapter 6
Epilogue
6.1 Summary of Insights and Conclusion
Energy efficiency has recently emerged as a very important metric in cellular networks
in the context of growing energy demand and increasing energy prices. And yet, the
spectral efficiency metric remains a key metric for assessing the performance of a com-
munication system. According to the Shannon’s capacity theorem, maximising the EE,
of equivalently minimising the consumed energy, while maximising the SE are conflict-
ing objective which implies the existence of a trade-off. In that direction, this thesis has
investigated the EE-SE trade-off for futuristic architectures where DMIMO or CoMP
scheme is utilised for meeting the high data rate requirement of the next generation of
wireless communication networks.
In Chapter 2, the fundamentals about the EE-SE trade-off in cellular networks were
reviewed. The SE metric was first introduced as the traditional performance evaluation
metric in wireless communications, while its limitation in giving insights on energy
consumption was also explained. The EE metric was then introduced as the metric
that gives this insight. Next, the importance of a realistic PCM for getting meaningful
EE evaluation was emphasised. The recent developments towards improving the EE
of BSs and UTs were also discussed. Finally the fundamental trade-off between EE
and SE was introduced and the various approaches for obtaining this trade-off such as
explicit solution, low-power approximation and CFA were also pointed out.
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In Chapter 3, the fundamental trade-off between the EE and SE of the DMIMO system
over the Rayleigh fading channel was investigated. In this direction, a generic accurate
CFA of the EE-SE trade-off for both the uplink and downlink of the DMIMO Rayleigh
fading channel was derived by considering the idealistic and realistic PCMs. A formal
proof of the approach for obtaining the generic CFA of the DMIMO system was first
presented. The DMIMO EE-SE trade-off CFA was then shown to simplify into the
MIMO expression of [56] for the case when only one RAU is active. Next, details on
how the parameters for the trade-off expression are generated for the case of practical
antenna settings (p > q) was provided by using an heuristic curve fitting method. The
accuracy of the CFA was shown graphically for various practical antenna configurations
and for a wide range of SE values. The CFA was then used to show that in a ideal-
istic PCM increasing the number of antennas at either the RAU or UT results in an
improvement in both the SE and the EE. Whereas in a realistic PCM, increasing the
number of antennas at the RAU results in an improvement in SE but not necessarily
in EE.
Subsequently, in Chapter 4, novel low and high-SE approximations of the EE-SE trade-
off for the generic M -RAUs DMIMO were derived to accommodate any antenna con-
figuration. The accuracy of these approximations were verified with the Monte Carlo
simulation based nearly-exact approach. The low-SE approximation was shown graph-
ically to be accurate in the low SE regime, while on the other hand, the high SE
approximation was shown to be accurate in both the mid and high SE regimes. Next,
the incremental EE gain of DMIMO and the EE gain of DMIMO over CMIMO were
formulated in the downlink channel for both the idealistic and realistic PCMs. Further-
more, low and high SE approximations of the DMIMO EE-SE trade-off were utilized
in evaluating the EE gains. In both PCMs, DMIMO was found to be more energy
efficient than CMIMO for cell edge UTs. In terms of the idealistic incremental EE
gain, increasing the number of RAUs connected to the UT from one to two was only
beneficial when the average channel gains are fairly equal. Moreover, an extra RAU
(i.e having the third RAU) was found to be unbeneficial over all channel gains when
compared to the two RAUs scenario due to the reduced impact of diversity on the EE.
Finally, the realistic incremental EE gain indicated that the optimal approach in terms
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of EE is to connect the UT to the closest RAU.
In Chapter 5, the fundamental trade-off between the EE and SE for the uplink of
the CoMP system was investigated in the presence of MIMO Rayleigh fading channel
and uniformly distributed UTs. In this direction, a novel and accurate CFA of the
EE-SE trade-off for the uplink of CoMP was derived by considering the idealistic and
realistic PCMs. The accuracy of the CFA was first demonstrated graphically for various
antenna configurations, numbers of cooperating BSs and a wider range of SE values
than Verdu’s low-SE approximation of [1]. Next, asymptotic approximations of the
CoMP’s EE have been derived for the low-SE and high-SE regimes. It has been shown
that at low SE, the EE grows linearly with the number of antenna elements at the BS
and is independent of the number of antenna elements at the UT when the idealistic
PCM is considered. A similar result is observed at high SE when a fairly large number
of UTs is located in each cell, however, the dependance of the idealistic EE on the
number of antennas at the BS in this case is exponential. The CFAs were then used to
investigate the EE gain of CoMP over the non-cooperative system. The main findings
can be summarized as follows: in the idealistic PCM, EE gain can be achieved by both
power reduction and SE improvement when using CoMP and higher gains are obtained
by power reduction. In a realistic PCM, the contrary happens and, hence, increasing
the EE in the uplink of CoMP must be approached via SE improvement. CoMP is
more energy efficient than non-cooperative system for cell edge communications, large
κˉ and small cell deployments. Finally, in the realistic PCM, there exists an optimal SE
value that maximizes the EE of CoMP system for any given antenna and node settings.
6.2 Future Work
This thesis has investigated the fundamental trade-off between energy efficiency and
spectral efficiency in both the uplink and downlink of DMIMO channel and the uplink
of CoMP system with distributed UTs. Some approaches to broaden the scope of this
thesis and also to make this work more practical are discussed in this section.
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6.2.1 Channel State Information
The CFA of the EE-SE trade-off presented in this thesis is based on the fundamental
assumption that only the receive CSI is available and, hence, equal power is allocated
to all the transmitting node. A future work in this direction, is to obtain the EE-SE
trade-off while assuming that the transmit CSI is available such that an EE or SE
optimal power allocation scheme can be implemented. Furthermore, the operator can
utilise an utility metric for determining to which extent EE or SE is desired while the
optimal power allocation is obtained at the operation point.
Another important issue is that in most practical systems, only the downlink CSI is
available, since CSI is usually measured via the downlink pilot channel, hence receive
CSI for the downlink of DMIMO is readily available. For the uplink channel, the
receive CSI in the downlink can be utilized while assuming channel reciprocity. For
channel reciprocity to be applicable in frequency division multiplexing (FDM) system,
the channel must not be frequency selective, while for the time division multiplexing
(TDM) system, the channel must not be time selective. The effect of imperfect channel
estimation on the channel capacity has been studied in [135, 136]. It is important to
note that channel reciprocity does not usually hold in practical systems and, hence,
channel estimation error comes in to play and needs to be taken into account in the
EE-SE trade-off estimation.
6.2.2 Frequency Selectivity
The EE-SE trade-off expression presented in this thesis assumed a flat-fading Gaussian
channel. However, the actual wireless channel in the present communication network
are usually wideband and therefore frequency selective. In this context, investigat-
ing the EE-SE trade-off when the DMIMO or CoMP scheme is implemented over a
wideband channel is an area that require further research.
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6.2.3 Interference Limited Scenario
Focusing on the DMIMO system, the work presented in this thesis only considered a
single cell scenario with only one UT active at an instance. This is usually not the
case in the realistic system setting where there is usually an outside interferer. In
this direction the DMIMO CFA can be extended to the scenario with some outside
interferers, as it has been done for the closed form expression of MIMO capacity with
outside interferers in [134].
Focusing on the EE-SE trade-off of CoMP systems, the work presented in this thesis
has considered a global cooperation scenario, where all the BSs are connected by a
high-speed, delay-less error-free channel to a central processor with infinite processing
capability. For very large systems, the computational load becomes larger than the
capability of the current processors. In practise clustering cooperation among a smaller
number of BSs can be employed with proper planning to achieve rates close to that of the
global cooperation scheme. Though some results on the EE of clustered cooperation
has been presented in [13], CFAs of its EE-SE trade-off are yet to be presented. In
that direction, CFAs of the EE-SE trade-off can be formulated based on the clustering
scheme.
6.2.4 EE-SE Trade-Off in Relay Assisted DMIMO
The DMIMO EE-SE trade-off can be further extended to the relay assisted scenario,
where a relay terminal amplifies and forwards the signal from the distributed RAU/UT
to the UT/RAU to increase coverage.
6.2.5 EE-SE Trade-Off in the Downlink of CoMP
The EE-SE trade-off expression of the uplink of CoMP systems can be extended to
the downlink channel, where BS cooperate to jointly encode the transmitted signal to
precancel the interference signal at a central processor (Hyper Transmitter). Assum-
ing a global BS cooperation, the downlink of the CoMP system can be viewed as a
MIMO broadcast channel (BC) whose capacity has been obtained by using the MIMO
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BC/MIMO MAC duality concept in [22, 23, 25, 137] under both system and per-cell
power constraints or by using dirty paper coding in [24,138]. By relying on the duality
principle, the per-cell sum capacity of the MIMO BC is equivalent to that of the dual
MIMO MAC while assuming a sum power constraint on the MIMO MAC UT and re-
ciprocal channel gain between all UT-BS pairs. However, the duality between MIMO
BC and MIMO MAC holds when both transmit and receive CSI are available, but
not when only receive CSI is available. Equal power allocation for all UTs, which was
assumed for deriving the CFA for the EE-SE trade-off in the uplink of CoMP, does not
hold for the case where both the transmit and receive CSI is available [22,139]. Hence,
deriving the CFA for EE-SE trade-off of the downlink of CoMP when both transmit
and receive CSI is available, and when only receive CSI is available are open problems.
Appendix A
Derivation of (3.21)
From (3.13) g , β
√
γ
d0
−1 such that g = −1+ A+
√
A2+4α21γβ
2 , where A = κγα
2
1+1−α21γβ.
Hence, 11+g =
2
A+
√
A2+4α21γβ
such that
−1 + 1
g + 1
=
−A+ 2−√A2 + 4α21γβ
A+
√
A2 + 4α21γβ
, (A.1)
which can be further simplified by multiplying both the numerator and denominator
of (A.1) by A−√A2 + 4α21γβ and, thus,
−1 + 1
g + 1
= −4α
2
1γβ + 2A− 2
√
A2 + 4α21γβ
4α21γβ
. (A.2)
In the same way, d1 , d0α21
√
γ =
−A+
√
A2+4α21γβ
2 . Hence,
1
1+d1
= 2
A+
√
A2+4α21γβ
such
that
−1 + 1
d1 + 1
=
A−√A2 + 4α21γβ
2−A+√A2 + 4α21γβ , (A.3)
which can also be further simplified by multiplying both the numerator and denomina-
tor of (A.3) by −2 +A−√A2 + 4α21γβ and, thus,
−1 + 1
d1 + 1
=
4α21γβ + 2A− 2
√
A2 + 4α21γβ
4α21γκ
. (A.4)
Consequently, Sq−Sp1 = q ln(1+g)−p ln(1+d1), since from (A.2) and (A.4) q
(
−1 + 11+g
)
−
q
(
−1 + 11+d1
)
= 0.
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